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Thursday, 30th October, 19119. 31

flPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF
ASSEMBLY

THE THIRO MEETING OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE FIRST HOUSE

OF ASSEMBLY HELD IN THE HOUSE OF ASSEMOLY CHAMBER ON

THURSDAY, THE 30th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1969, AT 6.00 P.M.

Present:

Mr. Speaker (In the Chair).
The Hon. W. Thomson, O.B.E., J.P.

GOVERNMENT:

The Hon. Major R. S. PEUzA, Chief Minister.
The Hon. M. XBERnS, Minister for Labour and Social Security.
The Hon. Major A. S. GACHE, Minister for Information, Port,

Trade and Industries.
The Hon. S. CauANA. Minister for Medical and Health Services.
The Hon. W. M. Isota, Minister for Tourism and Municipal

Services.
The Hon. Miss C. ANE8, Minister for Public Works and Housing.
The Hon. L. DFIVINCENzI, Minister for Education and Recreation.
The Hon. C. B. O.BEmNE, C.B.E., Q.C., Attorney•General.
The Hon. E. H. DAvis, C.M.G., O.B.E., Financial and Development

Secretary.
The Hon. P. 5. Isora. O.B.E.

OPPOSITION:

The Hon. Sir JosHuA HAssw, C.B.E., M.V.O., Q.C., J.P.,
Leader of the Opposition.

The lion. A. W. SzRnTY, O.B.E., J.P.
The lion. A. P. M0N’rEoRIno, O.B.E.
The Hon. E. S. ALVAREZ. O.B.E., J.P.
The Hon. M. K. FrsnnmsToNs.
The Hon. I. ABEcAsIs.
The Hon. Lt.-Col. S. L. HOARE.

In attendance:

3. T. SUMMERnELD. Esq., Clerk to the House of Assembly.

Prayer:

Mr. Speaker recited the prayer.

Minutes:

The Minutes of the meeting held on the 25th September,
1969. having been perviously circulated, were taken as read and
confirmed.
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1)oeit eot’ 1(11(1:

Thu Minister 1’ or Information Port, Trade iid 1ndustro
laid on the table I h following deument:

The Exhibition of Prices Order, 1969.

)rdered to lie.

The Minister for Publiu Works and I1ou. ii ig Ia i d on the table
he following document

The Landlord and Tenant ( lufIt Hehet’i (‘l’ui’1n awl (‘ondi
110115) 1 Amendment) Heculations. I W)

( )rdered to He.

Tire Financial and Development Secretary laid on the table
the following documents:

(1) Supplementary Estimates No, 10 of 1969,

(2) The Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation’s Pinancial
Statements for the year ended 3 1st December, 1968.

:3 The Gibraltar BruadcasLng Corporation’s chairman’s
Annual Report.

Ordered to lie.

Answer,s to Questwns

Question No, 9 uI 1969.

HON. M. K. FEATHERST0NE:

Why did the Hon. Chief Minister give salient, details of the
Beeching Report to a member of the LK. Press before releasing
same to Members of the House?

Answer:

THE CHIEF’ MINISTER:
(HON. MAJOR R. J. PELIzM

I do not know to what member of the United Kingdom Press
the Hon. Member is referring. By the way, the House will be
glad to hear that, as promised at the last meeting, an abridged
version of the Beeching Report is being released this even jiig
and Hon. Members will be supplied with copies now,

SiiJ)J)lCltlEtl tilt’!]:

E{ON.M. K. FE.TIIERsToxE:
Sir, did the Hon. Chief Minister read the report in The

limes of October 18th which was reproduced in the (ihrata’
Evening Post?
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lbs. ChIEF MINISTER.

Sir, I did; and I can tind nothing in that report attributable
to me which had not been referred to this House previously.

lION. M. K. FEATFIER5TONE:

Sir, did the Hon. Chief Minis’ter give that reporter an inter
view?

fins. CHIEF MINISTER:

Certainly. But I hope the Hon. Member is not suzestin

that I should not see members of the press.

Hos. M. K. FEATHERsT0NE:

This is not being suggested at all, Sir. But was the Beech
ing Report discussed during this interview?

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:

Certainly. And I think references to that Report were
made by the journalist, but nothing attributable to me.

HON. M. K. FEATHERsT0NE:

Sir, I am glad ‘to see that this has been taken off the i’e
stricted list and that at least an abridged version is going to be
given to Members. But will the Hon. Chief Minister set up an
enquiry to ascertain where the leakage did occur, that this Times
Reporter got the salient facts which he so ably quoted in his
article?

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:

Sir, there are no salient facts in that report ;ttributab1e

to me which I feel warrant an enquiry. I have read that report
and I think that an intelligent joui’nalis’t can very well make re
ference to what has been said in Gibraltar (in this blouse) attach

that to the policy of my party, see that the policy of my party, as

I have stated here and in other places, coincides with that of the
Beeching Report and, if he knows what the policy of my party is,
the journalist is quite entitled to make deductions; and those I
imagine are the deductions that the journalist has made.

lbs. M. K. FEATHEST0NE:

Sir, I have been quite willing to accept the statement by the

Hon. Chief Minister, that he did not give the facts. What I am
asking. Sir. is if he will set up an enquiry to find out how there

was a leakage. If he is good enough to read the first three para

graphs he will find that this gentleman knew his facts very well,

So there niut have been a leakage. Sir. If you wish I can i’cad

them to von.

lbs. CHIEF MINISTER:

Sir. I have nut got the report with inc at the moment but it

,‘ ()Uld be intcretin to find out how the lion. Member knows

these facts are correct.
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lIo’c. M. l\. F’EATHESTONE:
Sir. The Times has stated t hem and ih Go\ crnment has not

denied them, If they were incortect would riot the Government
have den led these facts’?

lION. CHIEF MINISTER:
fo thmy those facts, I think, would be a form of admitting

I hem In deny them ni not to dcn them ‘ ould be a toi ru cd
admitting them. it is not customary for the Government to
deny vverv statement made by the press no matter how incorrect
they may be; and I vil1 say one tiuing : that if we go iw certain
local Papers the Government \VoUId be doing tint Ii ing cle I)Ut
denying statements in a certain paper.

Ilox. Sin .Josiiu. H.ssx
W on Id the Hon hid Minisici ‘a u hetht i in I a t th 1

I ad S in that I epoi t of I he I ime that ha e not hct n (liSt I o’etl to
this House’?

HON. C1IIEF MINISTER:
if the Hon. Gentl’eman will allow me to look at the report.

which 1 say I have not got with me because I did riot know to what
report the Hon. Member was reft’rring. I would l)e very delighted
to go iiito it.

lioN. P. J. IS0LA:
In view of thi hnancial cojinections of ccii am Hon. Members

ipposite with a certain sector of the press, will the Chief Minis
ter, when releasing information to lion. M’einliei’s of the Flouse.
mark the same as “Confidential”. Then there would be no need
for enquiries as to how leakages have occurred,

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:
It is always the practice. as far as I am aware, for the Gov

ernment. certainly the present Government, to mark “Confiden
tial” everything that is fell to be confidential.

Question TO 10 of 1969.

I lox. A. P. M0NTFX;RIFFO:
In view of the changed circumstanc’es now prevailing in ( ;jl)

raltar will the Government consitler amending the relevant legis
lation so that all industrial ivorkrs. either in part-time or full-
time employment, who are not covered, or opted out, from the
Social Insurance Scheme. can be allowed to contribute to the
Imployment Inju ries Insurance Scheme’?

i,zsicer:

‘i’Hf: \IINISTER FOR I B°i’R axo Soc’ii. N’FcT m
(HoN. M. Xirwnrso

Presumably tlie ‘chaiuged ci rcu mstancus’ to which the 1-Ion.
Member refers include not only those in the labour sittiaton hut
jlsn those in the political field.
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However, the simple answer is “yes, Sir.”

I should add that consideration wifi also be given to whether
persons in non-industrial employment who, for any reason, are
not covered by Social Insurance Scheme should also be allowed to
contribute to the Employment Injuries Insurance Scheme.

Supplementary:

HON. A. P. MoNTEGiuno:
I am very grateful. In this connection both Opposition and

Government are thinking on the same lines.

Question No. 11 of 1969.
Oral.

HON. A. P. M0NTEGRIFFO:
In view that artificial sweetining compounds called cyclama

tes are suspected of being injurious to health will Government
take immediate action to stop the sale of any drinks or food con
taIning cyclamates?

Answer:

THE MIWSTER FOR MEDIca AND HEaTH SERvIcES:
(HON. S. CARuANa)

Our practice in such matters is to follow that laid down by
the Ministries of Health and Agriculture, Food and Fisheries in
the United Kingdom.

Government policy, therefore, is to ban the sale of foodstuff
and/or drinks containing cyclamates as from the 1st of January,
1970, as announced in the United Kingdom by the Minister of
Agriculture.

Supplementary:

lIoN. A. P. M0NTEGRIFFO:
We appreciate the prompt action taken. Will the Minister

investigating this matter also investigate a new drug that has
been found only a couple of days ago to be injurious to health
which is called Menosodium Glutamate. Probably I have not
pronounced it correctly. I might give it to you on a piece of
paper.

I ION. S. CARUANA
Menosodium Glutamate is found in baby foods. The public

health is investigating the matter. However, like In the previous
question with cyclamates, this whole question has been exploded
out of all proportion and there is absolutely no cause for alarm
whatsoever. I am only reiterating the statement made by
Cledwyn Hughes, the Minister for Agriculture in Great Britain.
There Is great controversy as to the danger that these drugs do

have on human beings; and until the question is clarified we must
bear this in mind. The banning of cyclamates in Great Britain
is in abeyance until further research, until further evidence Is
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found, that this is in fact true. All precautions are being takenand the things will be withdrawn from the shelves. But as I saidbefore there is no need for alarm. No soft drinks produced inGibraltar whatsoever contain cyclamafts. They are all 100’vpure sugar and the only things which contain cyclamates are imported from abroad, and the stocks, as investigated by my department, and we appreciate the concern of the Hon. Member opposite on this matter; are minimal. I have a list of every supplier,wholesaler and distributor and the names of vvery product beingbrought into Gibraltar, and we are asking them to co-operate withthe Public Health Department as much as possible. Thank you,Sir.

How. M. K. FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I am glad to hear that most soft drinks are containingpure sugar, hut are they also permitted to contain saccharine?

lIoN. J. ARuANA:
Sir, this could be a matter for another question, however, Idid make a reference that drinks produced in Gibraltar, manufactured in Gibraltar, contain, I think I did say very clearly,ioo; sugar.

Question No. 12 of 1969.
Oral.How. I. ABEcASIS:

Would Government consider that people on full Public Assistance (supplementary benefits) should be exempted from producing wages certificates when applying for rent relief?

Answer:
THE Mu’SISTER FOR PUBLiC WORKS AND Housiwo:

(How. MTSS C. Awi.s)
Certain categories of applicants on full assistance are already exempted from the need to produce certificates of incomewhen applying for rent relief. These tenants are chiefly thosewho are of advanced age or who suffer from physical or mtntalinfirmity or those who in particular circumstances are unlikelyever to find employment.

In other cases applicants for Rent Relief must produce evidence to substantiate all statements made in his or her application, including that of his or her average weekly income, his wife’sor husband’s, and that of any other person residing with him orher. in accordance with the requirements of paragraphs 8(1) and8(2) of the Landlord and Tenant (Rent Relief) (Terms and Conditions) Regulations. Such evidence must be produced on the formprescribed in the First Schedule to the Regulations. Persons onfull public assistance or supplementary benefit, as it will heknown in future. are required to produce that evidence on anadministrative form, similar to that mentioned above, which iscomplete(l for them in the Department of Tabu, and SocialSecurity.
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These certificates have only to lye ubinitted once a quarter
and since the form is filled in for them by the Department of
Labour and Social Security this requirenrent causes very little
inconvenience to the persons concerned. Government is. how
ever, prepared to consider extending this concession to any par
ticular tenant whose circumstances justify such preferential
treent,

5upplciizciztary

lION. I. ABEcxsls:

Sir. I was only concerned about people on full public assist-
an Ce.

How. Miss C. ANES:
Sir, if a person is receiving full public assistance he is not

drawing any wages.

[ION. I. ABECASIS
But he is still required to produce a certificate.

HON. Miss C. ANES:
If it is necessary. Sir, yes.

HON. I. ABECASIS:
He can only get his public assistance and nothing else.

HON. Miss C. ANE5:
Sir, if he is going to get public assistance, he has got to pre

sent some sort of papers to realise whether he is in need of thisassistance or not.

HON. I. ABECASIS:
My intention was to avoid unnecessary work both for the

Labour and Social Security Department and the Lands & Works
Department; and also to avoid these old people having to go to
the Labour & Social Security Department every three months to
collect a wages certificate, when in fact if the Department con
cerned could produce a list of old people under this category, it
would avoid the need for these old people on public assistance
having to go to the Labour & Social Security Department. That
is all I was trying to establish.

HON. MISS C. ANES:

Sir, this is not the question I t’ead for number twelve.

How. I, AnEcAsis:
I will read it again if you do not mind, It says, “Would

Government consider that people on full public assistance (sup
plementary benefits) should he exempted ft-nm producing wages
certificates when ipplving for rent relief?’’ afl(l I ‘.s as i-eferrini
exclusively to people on full public assistance.
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[TON. Miss C. ANES

Sir, certain categories of applicants on full public assistance
are already exempted from the need to produce certificates of in
come when applying for rent relief. These tenants are chiefly
those who arc of advanced age or who suffer from physical or
mental infirmity or those who in particular circumstances are un
likely ever to find employment

lioN. 1. ABEcASIS
Vell, my request was only concerned whether you would

consider all people on public assistance not to produce the certi
ficates.

HON. Miss C. ANES:
Sir, Government is prepared to consider extending this con

cession to any particular tenant whose circumstances justify such
preferential treatment.

I-iON. I. ABECASIS:
Thank you very much. Sir.

Question No. 13 .of 1969.
Oral.

lioN. M. K. FEATuERSTONE:
What is the procedure by which school teachers are paid

their salaries?
Answer:

Tiw MINISTER FOR EDuCATIoN AND REcRIrsrIoN:
(HON. L. DEvucczNzI)

There has been no departure from the procedure previous
ly followed. Teachers are being paid on lines similar to those
in any other Government Department. They can have their
salaries paid into a bank account if they so wish.

Teachers are being paid their salary in cash, at their re
quest at the Loreto High School Annexe at the end of each
month between 12.00 and 1.00 p.m. Afterwards they can col
lect their salaries at the Department at their convenience.

The position is as follows:—

‘ No. of teachers paid through Bank 42ç
‘; No. of teachers paid at Department 21
¶ No. of teachers paid at Loreto High School 37 (‘f

ioo’;

I am, however, aware that this procedure has given and is
giving cause for dissatisfaction and I am investigating the pos
sibility of making other arrangements for those teachers who
are not paid through a bank.
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Supplementary:

HON. M. K. FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I did not quite hear. Did you say some dissatisfaction?

HoN. L. DEvINcENzI:
You hear quite well.

HON. M. K. FEATHERST0NE:
I am very grateful because I was going to ask you. I will

ask you, although I know the answer, if you are aware that the
Teachers’ Association have made repeated representations
against the present system, and I understand, and I would ask
you to assure me now, that you will undertake to look into the
matter and report back to the House as soon as possible.

HON. L. DEvINcENzI:
Sir, if he knew the answer to the question, I would suggest

that in future he does not ask so as not to waste time, Never
theless, I would like to say once again that if the Teachers’ As
sociation have been complaning, certainly as far as I am aware
it has not been during my period in office. In fact, I would re.
peat, very recently this came to my attention, Very recently in
fact. But of course I certainly will accelerate in order to make
facilities as convenient as possible.

Question No. 14 of 1969.
oral.

HON. LIEuT.-C0L. J. L. H0ARE:
Will the Honourable Minister say what progress, if any. has

been made in connection with the re-surfacing of the football
and hockey pitches at Victoria Stadium?

Answer:

TIlE MINISTER FOR EDUCATION AND RECREATION:
(HoN. L. DEvINCENzI)

Sir, I did not quite hear that. Did you say Honourable Min
ister or Horrible Minister?

HON. LIEUT.COL, J. L. H0ARE:
I did say Honourable Minister.

HON. L. DEvINcENzI:
Sir. I am happy to inform you that tire Royal Engineers have

flOW undertaken to resurface the stadium and are already enga
ged in making preliminary borings to ascertain the exact nature
of the sub strata. In the meantime steps are being taken to bring
out the necessary materials, considerable quantities of some of
which are required. In addition, and as a further safeguard, we
are making enquiries to ensure that the surfacing matrials to he
used, in respect of which no guarantee has been obtained from
the suppliers, is the most suitable. The intention. liowe er, is
that work should start on the 1st of February.
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I-IoN. LIa’r.-CoL. S. L HOARE:
I thank the Honourable Minister. 1 rejat, Ilonourable Minister. for that statement.

Question No. 15 of 1969.
C)rtil.How. A. V. Srsn:

In view of the increased cost of building will Governmentundertake to press that Her Majesty’s Government’s help for theSocial Services and Hotel Aid to which that Government is already committed be proportionately increased?

Answer:

THE How. CHInF MINISTER:
(HON. MAJOR R. J. PEuZA)

In so far as the Social Services are concerned, if an acceptedtender exceeds the approved estimate of any scheme, we willnaturally ask for supplementation. We have in fact alreadysounded a word of warning on the subject

In so far as Hotel Aid is concerned, I would remind theHonourable Member that the commitment entered into by HerMajesty’s Government was one of principle and subject to approval of particular schemes both in Gibraltar and in London. Thecircumstances of each particular case will thus have to heexamined.

Supplementary:
lioN. A. W. SEWAn:

Then I take it that the Hon. Chief Minister undertakes topiss for increased aid, hotel aid, in those cases which have already been approved and which can make a case in view of theincreased cost of building.

How. fflEF MTNI5nR:
Sir, I can assure the Hon. Member that if the additionalmoney requirement is for the benefit of Gibraltar as a whole,and it is not in any way going into any particular pocket. whichwould not be in the interest of Gibraltar, we shall certainly pressas hard as possible.

HON. A. W. SERFAn:
Sir. I fail to understand this last phrase because the Hon.Minister for Tourism says, he is commited to increasing bedcapacity in Gibraltar. Would not the Hon. Chief Minister agreethat it is in the interest, general interest of Gibraltar. to increasethat capacity and encourage developers to build more hotels?

How. CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir, this is a completely different question, but I assure himthat the Government will re9ct. and in fact is already doing so,all past commitments of the past administration. -
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HON. A. W. Sznnn:
I did not hear the last few words.

How. CHIEF MINISTER:
That we shall certainly pay full commitment with respect to all

the commitments that the past administration undertook and, it
in the future, we trust that this will be possible, new schemes are
proposed and are arranged by the Government, we shall give the
same assistance and the same attention as I think you would ex
pect us to do with the past commitment.

How. A. V. SERFATY:
Thank you, Sir.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTER FOR TOURISM AND
MUNICIPAL SERVICES

How. W. M. IsOLA:
Social progress depends on developing our resources to the

fullest and it will be my aim to ensure that this is done where
tourism is concerned.

How can we achieve our alms against the present con
straints which effect our economy? Whereas for some time past
one of the major problems had been that of getting fhmnclal In
terest In the development of hotels, the prime requirement now
If we are to develop as a resort, must be to secure some call upon
our labour force. Happily the number of tourist beds in Gib
raltar has Increased from just over 1 ,000 at the beginning of

• this year, to 1,450 at present and certainly before the next sea
son to 1,750.

Parallel with these increases in supply has been the web
come development on the demand side of the equation. Pro
gressively percentage occupancy has increased and the average
length of stay of our arriving visitors is now in excess of that
achieved by countries such as Portugal or Switzerland. This Is a
reflection of the development of inclusive tour traffic. I intend
to continue pressing for support from speclalised tour opera
tors, both locally based and those with headquarters in the Unit
ed Kingdom, to give adequate prominence to Gibraltar’s tourist
attractions and at the same time to make it worth their while
to make their participation financially viable by securing suffi
cient quantity allotments of the still relatively limited space In
our hotels.

However, it Is not sufficient merely for us to supply more
accommodation and to sell it more effectively but there is a
growing need for us to ensure there are arequate &tandards and
that people who come to Gibraltar are not disappointed in any
aspect of their stay. In the tourist industry, a service Indus
try, despite growing aiftomation, the role of the individual stands
supreme. Gibraltar has established a worthy reputation as. a
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friendly place in which, whether they are English-speaking or
not you can be sure of a warm welcome. We want to be sure
that that welcome extends beyond a smile so that standards of
food, standards of cleanliness and standards of entertainment
and the other peripheral interests of the visitor can be properly
catered for.

Hitherto assistance for the development of hotels has been
concentrated upon new growth. I recognise there is a need to
make our schemes sufficiently wide so that it is possible for ..x
isting hotels to speed up their policy of improvement.. Rede
coration and updating of rooms in our existing hotels, refurnIsh
ing and repainting should all be stimulated but I must stress
that the primary financial responsibility for these improvements
lie with those Who will gain financially from such improvements.

However, hotels are not the full answer. We have left
to the private sector the initiative to develop restaurants, bars,
nightclubs and beach snackeries. Here again we must give
greater emphasis to the need to ensure standards of quality and
service are commensurate with the prices asked for, that ade
quate arrangements exist for personal hygiene, that the all too
frequent tendency for a new establishment to open with a bang
and then to die away with scarcely a whimper, is eliminated. I
am at the moment considering proposals that will achieve these
alms.

A third area where we have made good progress and will
aim to continue in this fashion, is with the improvement of our
beaches, promenades and centres for out-door activity. The
valuable help extended by Her Majesty’s Services particularly
the Royal Engineers, is one which we shall hope will continue.

Now for our markets. A satisfactory level of marketing
activity has been established in the United Kingdom. Relations
with our Advertising Agents, with our Public Relations Consul
tants, and with the travel trade through our London Office, con
tinue strong and give every hope that we shall be able to obtain
a satisfactory volume of response — response which we have
clear indication leads to a high rate of conversion into holiday
bookings.

The next areas in which I wish to concentrate are: —

First Morocco and
Secondly Germany, France. Belgium and Holland.

The latter group by tapping into Continental visitors from
those countries already holidaymaking in Morocco. In the last
year there has been a doubling in our advertising expenditure
there. A further doubling will bring us to a point which I con
sider to be a reasonable level commensurate to the potential of
that territory, one which has every promise of major expansion
In the 70’s. Most holiday visitors to Gibraltar welcome the
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opportunity of an excursion usually to Tangier. but also to the
surrounding area in Morocco and this zone forms an equally jim
portant catchment for holidayrnakers staying at the new deve
Iupments, to travel across to Gibraltar and to see for them
.clves a totally different culture both from that in Morocco and
in their normal country of residence.

A further field in which it will be my aim to stimulate acti
vity is the development of cruise traffic. Hitherto concentrating
mainly on ships operating from the United Kingdom, we have
been able to build up a level of cruises something of the order
of 120 per annum bringing 50.000 — 90,000 visitors, all of whom
are anxious to take an excursion in Gibraltar, all of whom com
plain bitterly about the short period of time their ships stay
here. We shall seek to get approval to longer periods of sta
now made possible by the increased use of berthing facilities at
the Western Arm of the North Mole. Howe er, it is my belief
that not only will there be considerable development in cruise
traffic for United Kingdom nationals but that this will also spread
to Continental countries of Europe. A number of cruises have
already been calling at Gibraltar bringing with them Dutch
and German passengers. I can expect to see further extensions
to this type of activi’ty. I will also aim for a resumption jf
cruise calls from ships sailing from other ports. Gibraltar as
Gateway to the Mediterranean would provide a very worthwhile
first port for the growing number of holidaymakers who pass
through the Straits.

On the subject of communication, we all recognise that in
our present island economy, both air and sea communications
are vital to our continued existence. I shall seek to develop
patterns of traffic which will guarantee a volume of business
capable of supplanting the traffic lost when the frontier with
Spain was finally closed — both transit traffic through Gibraltar
to Spain and excursion trallic from Spain to Gibraltar. Such
traffic should provide levels of service adequate to meet the needs
not only of our tourist economy but also an important and grow
ing sector, the area of domestic tourism abroad — in effect our
own people seeking to travel to the United Kingdom and other
places outside Gibraltar.

Domestic tourism implies a conscious effort on our part to
promote cheap holidays for Gibraltar people and ways in which
we can utilize already organised travel schemes in the United
Kingdom. in Morocco and possibly in Portugal are matters we
shall pursue most urgently.

In the field of festivals, it is our intention to promote th
Gibraltar Fair and the Miss Gibraltar Annual Contest, I regard
other activities., both sporting and cultural,, as of value to Gib
raltar but not primarily the responsibility of the Gibraltai
Tourist Office. These will, therefore, be dealt with by my col
league the Minister for Fducation and Recreation
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Gibraltar’s reputation has been built up on its attractions
as a shopping centre and every effort must be made to see that
our shops stock a wide range of interesting articles which willcontinue to appeal to visitors. There must be recognition that
new trading conditions in the tourist-sending countries, particu
larly the United Kingdom. have led to a complete re-appraisalof retail pricing and that many goods are now sold at levels substantially below those recommended by the manufacturer. Con.sequently the advantages which were once readily apparent herehave been dissipated. Parallel with a realistic pricing policyis the need for recognition of the effects of volume selling andImproved stock turn, together with improved display and Instore service. These mutt form part of our policy.

Gibraltar’s picturesque streets, Interesting side alleys, delightful wrought-iron balconies — all these need to be shown off toadvantage by well painted properties and clean thoroughfares.We must do everything possible to give strength to this aspectof tourist development. In my joint role as Minister for Tourism and Municipal Services, I am well able to oversee this rangeof activities.

The Gibraltar Tourist Office will in relation to its own re
venue producing services, continue to operate in the most business-like way possible, aiming to give Interesting excursion fad
lfties to visitors and to do everything possible to extend the rangeof attractions which already exist. In this respect the Chief Mmister has agreed that the Gibraltar Museum should fall withinmy sphere of responsibility. The Tourist Office will co-operateclosely with the existing Gibraltar Museum Committee.

In addition to our membership of IUO’IO, we shall co-operate with other National Tourist Offices, particularly those ofMorocco and Britain, and we shall seek The fullest help andassistance not only from those bodies outside Gibraltar but alsofrom other organisations in Gibraltar concerned with the traveltrade and from whom we can secure help In ensuring our majorpolicies become effective.

The two-fold tasks which I have set myself are firttly to
ensure the maximum number of visitors is attracted to Gil>
raltar and secondly that having got them here we can be sure
that they are more than satisfied with what they enjoy so mak
lng It possible for us to look forward to many more happy holi
days in our resort.

Summing up then, we recognise that tourism can play an
important part in our economy and I can assure the House the
opportunities which still remain for us in the field of tourism
will be fully exploited.

llor. A. W. SERFATY:
Mr. Speaker. I am sure we are all very pleased to hear the
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lion, Minister for Tourism and Municipal Services speak the way
he has done, because he has cleared some doubts that some of us
had on Government policy on the ({Uetiofl of tourist develop.
ment. We have heard so much on converting Gibraltar into a
small indutrial Switzerland that it i5 very pleasinu to hear—

lioN. chIEF MINISTER:

)n a point of order. Sir. I think the lionourable Members

are entitled to ask elu(’id.atorv questions but nut to estal)lish a

debate,

If the lion. Member wants a debate, if coo rse. lie (‘an go
ahead and ask for it.

lioN. A. W. SERFATY:

Mr. Speaker, I only wish to say just a few words in reply to
the very interesting—

FION. CHIEF MINISTFaI:
On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. I do not think he can do

that, lie can ask questions—but not make another statement.

lION. A. \V. SERFATY:

May I ask a question now? Is that what the chief Minister

is suggesting?

That is, does the Minister for Tourism and Municipal Servi.
ces appreciate that the size of the Tourist infra-structure. and I
am referring to the hotel beds mainly, is as important as the
quality to which he has referred?

lION. W M. ISOLA:

Sir, I appreciate that tourism is extremely important now
and will become even more important later on,

lioN. A. W. SERFATY:
I cannot hear. Mr. Speaker

lION. ‘N. M. ISOLA:
I am sorry. I am afraid 1 (lid not hear your last question.

I will try and answer your question if you will please come hack
to me,

lION. A. ‘N, SFRFATY:

Yes. cei’tain1v. Dues the Ilunuurable Minister appreciate
that the size of the tourist infra-structure. or of the tourist in
dustry—the number of beds available to people who cannot come
to Gibraltar except to stay here unless they come on a day excur
Sion — does he appreciate that this is of paramount importance
and not only the quality of what we at present have? Does he
anpreciate that it is very important indeed for Gibraltar’s eco
nomy to increase the number of hotel beds9
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how. W. M. ISOLA:
Sir. I hate not to answer this question but 111113’ recollectioh

1% correct the lion. Member tan only ak questions elucidating
matten coining trom this %tatemerlt. I appreciate what tin’ IIor
Member of the Opposition —

flow, A. W. SERFsn:
1 think. Mr. Spealur. that the question arbes front the state

ment. The Hon. Minister has referred to the 1,500 beds we have
now. He has referred to necessary improvements in the service.
My question is a simple (InC. Does the lion. Minister attach as
much importance to the size of our tourist infra-structure, and 1
mean the number of hotel beds, as he does to the quality of ser
vice? Does he really appreciate that?

lioN. W. M. Isoa;
Very much so, Sir.

110w. A. V. SERFAn:
Thank you very much.

STATEMENT BY MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
lioN. I,. DnmcENzI:

The question of technical education and technical training is
being given priority by the Government. With this aim in view.
the Government has already prepared draft legislation whereby
all employers will be required to provide proper training for all
their apprentices. The present facilities available at the Gibral
tar & Dockyard Technical College will be used to the maximum
and if necessary expanded to meet the demand for proper and
systematic training in the private sector. Already the process
of consultation on the implications of Industrial Training is
taking place and when all relevant parties have been consulted
the Government will introduce a Bill to provide the provision of
courses and other facilities for the training of persons for
industry.

It must be clearly understood that the Government considers
industrial training to he an essential requirement in its policy to
make the local labour force as efficient as possible. It is confi
dently expected that private employers will co-operate with the
Government to make this venture a worthwhile proposition.

1Supplcrnentary R.ctnnates No. It) of 1969.
how. flwAwcL%L AND DEVELOPMENT SEcarnay

Sir. I have the honoum to mo e that the House should resohi
itself into Committee to consIder Stmplc’mentary Estimate No
10 of 1969 in detail.

Phi’ was agreed to and the ITotte went into Committee
1ftJ1L%(’ cit (‘r,,tg,ng(tcr
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Head XII’. Miscellaneous Services
11cm :6. Riots — (‘laims for Damaze..

lIEN Sm Josiws ilissAN.
Sir. I would like to make an enquiry on this matter

Does this increa,.e on the original estimate arise out of new
urcumstances — new evidence produced?

I ION. FIN1NCLtL AND DEVELOPMEN1 SECRETARY:
Sir, the Schedule that tsas attached to the repott 1Infor•

tunately appeared to omit one or two items thieh %ubequently
came to light in the course of negotiation.

Head XXV. City Council Deficit.
Item I deficit on 15th August, 1969.

How. CIHEF MINISTER:
At the last meeting of the House. notice was given that the

sum of £123,000 then voted to meet City Council overdrafts with
Barclays Bank and the Crown Agents would have to be supple
menr.ed by a further amount to meet the Council’s current er
penditure until the end of the year. This figure Included in
terest and repayment of loans due on the 1st October 1969. The
sum of £185,884 to which the House is now asked to give formal
approval represents the net difference between estimated expen
diture and revenue on the City Council side for the remainder
of 1969 after taking account of all necessary adjustments on the
Incorporation of accounts.

At the last meeting of the House, It was also suggested by
the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition, and It
was agreed on this side, that a debate should be held on the
finances of the City Council once the accounts had been final
ised.

Accounts and a financial review have now been received but
we are of the opinion that before any debate takes place and In
order to avoid any possible confusion the Government should
obtain an e’cpert outside opinion on the matter. Nobody, how
ever, need be under the misapprehension that this matter will
not be fully debated in due course in this house as promised.

We hate asked that an officer from the Ministry of Housing
and Local Government in Britain with experience of municipal
and government systems of accounting, and if possible a Member
of the In&tltute of Municipal Treasurers & Accountants, should
come to Gibraltar with the following terms of reference:

(1) To examine the Abstracts of Accounts for the period 1st
January to 14Th August 1969. and Balance Sheet prepared
by the City Treasurer & Accountant, together with his fin
ancial ret iew. on the 14th August 1969. and adt ise ithether
1 lle%e documents how the correct financial position of the
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City fluncil as at that date:
(2i TI) advi’se whether in atrorclance’ ‘A ith ;ovvrnment account

ing practice it b torrect. for the purpo%e of incorporating
the Balance Sheet into the Government accounts, to exclude
therefrom
(a) the ‘.aLue of the tock uf materials and %tores:
(hi accounts in lianik of Collectors: and
(ci suspense and reserve accounts not rel)resented by cash

and investments:
131 To advi on any other relevant aspects of (1) & (2):
i-I) In connection with the abote. to rsamine. and comment iiii.

such other documents as he may consider i elevant.

Once his report is available all documents will be circulated
to Honourable Members for their consideration before debate.

lioN. Sm JoSHUA 1kssN:
Sir, I had. by kindness of the Chief Minister, notice of this

proposed review from a letter he sent me on the 17th October
which I welcome fully. I particularly iselcome something he told
me in a subsequent letter which was not in his first Letter, which
he has stated today. and that is that the lR’rson to be asked to
come should be a Member of the institute of Municipal Treasur
ers and Accountants—this is very, very important. But I must
dissent with the suppression of the accounts to Members of this
House until after the matter is gone into. I must also comment
on the fact that under Section 34 of the City Council Ordinance.
there is provision, in fact it is by law that the Principal Auditor,
who is the Auditor of the Council. who should audit the accounts,
and it is after that, or at the same time if necessary, when this
review would be made. I do not want anybody to think, what
ever terms have been made, that this is as a result of anything.
but because of the fact that the merger has come about and in
the middle of it there was the difficulty of the overdraft and
other things. No doubt all this will come out in the enquiry.
But I would very much like that the Membtrs of this House. and
the City Councillors at the end of the term to which they were
responsible. should be circulated with the accounts and the Trea
surer and Accountant’s Reports now. I am not saying that this
should be published now nor printed now as by law it is required
that this should be done at a later stage, but that they should he
acquainted with the situation now so that in fact when the en
quiry is made they will know what the enquiry is about For
that reason I wrote yesterday to the Chief Minister and pointed
out that I thought this was the right procedure. I hope he recon
siders the matter anti allows all members of this House to have
the accounts and the financial report. Nothing. no confusion can
arise, certainly not in the minds of Members who will have these
documents. if it is thought fit. on a confidential basis. But I think
it is improper that if the accounts have been in the hands of Gov
ernment for some time now. that all Members of this house should
not have copies of it and know what it is all about until whoevei
is going to come and so on This could take a long time and I
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h.tnk it is only fair that Members should know exactly what the
P’bit1’fl iS.

110w (‘111Kv \IINISTER

Mr. Speaker. let tue aure the Ilonourable anti Learned
Member on the other side of the House that theN 5 no question
.;f .urpresing anything whatsoever. I made it quite clear in the
4atement that the Honourable Members will ha e the accounts.

ith the review, with the comments by the investigator and all
the rest with pFcnty of time for them to assess the figures. The
:igures cannot be changed — they are there, they are printed.
they will have plenty of time before the debate ensues. So there
is no problem in that respect. I will go further. I would say that
the accounts could be circulated (a if they were felt to reflect the
true picture at present: (b) if asburances were given that they
would be available to Members oniy and that no public disclosure
would be made until the picture was complete with official com
ments and the expert’s report. But I am sorry to say that they
do not reflect, or do not appear to reflect, the true position of the
Council, and this is the advice that I have from the Financial Sec
retary, from the Principal Auditor and from the Financial Ofil
cer; who all feel that they do not reflect a true picture. I there
fore feel it would be wrong to circulate documents which might
be misleading, because the abstract produced was never intended
to do what the City Council Treasurer’s financial review tries to
make out. Under the circumstances, and on the advice I have,
I find myself comriled to restrain the release of these docu
ments until such time as the Hon. Members, and I hope even the
Members of the public, have at last the comments from both
sides.

how. SIR JoSlLI’A IIASSAN:
Mr. Speaker. this is a very serious matter. There has now

been made here an allegation. (Tapping).

Yes, but you do not solve the problem by banging on the
table. You solve the problem by looking at it and not by bangs
ing and making a lot of noise.

This is a serious matter. This is the first T hear about this.
rids is the first. I am sure. Councillors at the end of the last
Council hear about this. This is the first time anybody hears
about this. I want to know whether the Treasurer and Accoun
tant has been questioned about his report: whether he has been
asked for any explanations as to why and in what way it does
not refh?ct. if it does not reflect, the position of the City Council.
this ic a matter for which the Treasurer and Accountant was
responsible to the Council as it then was. I am sure this is
reflection (in his ability or on his integrity — I do not know
what it is. It is so serious that I ant to know whether he has
been asked to explain anything: to indicate where the accounts
have been made in any way different to what they have been
made before. Vhat it is all about. ‘this is tery bad. The more
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i eason why we should have the accounta. We oursels es want to
‘oak into this matter. The Opposition are entitled to have these
wi ounts and have ewert adi ice on their side if it is necessary
Fm w hate4 er the outcome is this i most important. And I press
tins Ilouse, that these accounts be made available on a confiden
hal basis to all the Members of this house. What worse could
hae been done than this allegation without any substance —

without anything to substantiate it now. What worse could have
been done than that — not to hai e the accounts after all that
has been said about them. I think this is most improper of the
Go ernment to suppress tins and make these allegations. I hope
that Government will now agree to have these circulated to
hlonourable Members.

110w. Miss C. ANES.
Sir, it surprises me sery much the Ilonourable and Learned

Leader of the Opposition, when in his capacity as Chief Minister
and Mayor of the City Council, he should never have bothered
to find out the rights and wrongs of the statements of the City
Council and should be so concerned today to bring the figures
out

LION. CIUFW MINIsTER:
Mr. Speaker, I must reiterate there is no question of sup

pressing the accounts in any manner or form. What we want
to do is precisely what the Honourable and Learned Member of
the Opposition tried to avoid at the last meeting when he said
we should not hold a debate until we had all the facts.

lIoN. Sm JosHuA HeissaN:
No. no. I said “the accounts”; do not misquote nic

flow. CnIEF’ MINISTER:
Vell, I will look back at Ilansard, but whether it was the

accounts of whether it was the facts, it is only when the accounts
reflect, or we know the accounts reflect the true picture, that
this Government is prepared to release it. I am sure that this
is the proper procedure. It is the Government that Is responsi
ble for the final outcome. It is the Financial Secretary and I
who are responsible for the financial position of Gibraltar; and
we must act in accordance with our best judgment. We feel it
this stage that these accounts should not be made public, or even
in confidence to Members of the Opposition. Therefore, all 1
can say Is that at this moment I give my solemn assuran, this
%hould be enough. that at the time and place when these accounts
should be released they will be released. The Members of the
Opposition ill be gi4en ample time to look into these accounts,
and to refer them to expert advice if they so wish before debate
ensues.

I low. Sm .Josnn htasssw:
The Chief Minister has not answered my question. I asked

specifically whether the Treasurer and Accountant had been
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.piestioned. and had questions about it in respect of the item*
which the Financial Secretary, and whoever else has looked at
rhee accounts, found that they do not reflect the true picture
f the financial situation. Haa lie been asked? After all he has
prepared the accounts. A very serious statement has been
“iade a2ainst him in this house today and it is only fair that he
hlJuIcl ha e been gn en an opportunity to explain anything before
.1 %tatemcnt like that is made in this house under privilege of this
Chamber.

I ION. Cii1EV MINISTER

Sir. I do not agree that anything that has been said here
need reflect on the Treasurer of the City Council. I have been
very careful, in fact I would never have said this if it had not
been pressed on me by the Honourable Member on the other
side. I think that I am entitled to the advice of my advisers,
which I must take. If the Honourable Member presses for a
question I am obliged to give him an answer. In fact, I could.
if necessary, even have gone to the extent of getting the Princi
pal Auditor to go Into this question. But I felt, and I think on
this I have bent backwards to be fair, that the best way to be
clear in our minds as to the proper financial position of the
Council was to obtain a completely independent person with a
knowledge of both Government and Municipal accounting in
Britain to come out and advise us on this question. I have no
doubt that when he comes out and advises us we shall then
rethink the whole problem. But at the moment I cannot possibly
allow that these accounts be published or even given to the other
%ide of the House in confidence.

110w. Sm JosHuA ILtssAN:
I have not yet been answered the question I have asked. Has

the Treasurer and Accountant, who has submitted these accounts
to the Government. been asked any aspects of these accounts be
fore this statement that has been made today?

I low. CrnEF MINISTER:
Mr. Speaker. I do not think it was necessary to do that at

this stage. (Cries of shame). But the time may come when we
may have to.

110w. P. S. IB0LA:
Sir. I think the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Op

position has taken contradictory attitudes in this matter. I think
he should he reminded that what this House will be concerned
with Is not just whether the accounts of the City Treasurer are
correct or not, or whether they reflect the correct position or not,
but the political responsibility for the state in which the City
Council’s finances are in today. This will be the main issue in
a debate. And it is absolutely clear, and it must be blatantly
hvious to the Honourable Members opposite. that if the House

is to be able to debate this issue it must have before It all the
information available. The hlonourable and Learned Leader of
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the Opposition has welcomed the statement of the Chief Minister
Later on he protests at apparent, or what he says are reflections
on the ability, or whatever it is, of the City Treasurer and Ac
countant. But if he looks carefully at the statement that has
been made by the Chief Minister, and the terms of reference, it
must be obvious to him that if the Government is asking some
body in the United Kingdom, somebody independent, whethet
these documents show the correct financial position of the Cfty
Council as at that date, it must be obvious to him and all the
Honourable Members present, who have welcomed the state
ment, that there is some doubt as to whether these accounts are
correct. Because if there was not, with respect, if there wa
no doubt as to whether it represents the correct financial posi
tion of the City Council. there would he no need to call in any
body to give advice on anything. I notice the Hon. and Learned
Leader of the Opposition nods his head in agreement. Then whySir, did he welcome the statement of the Chief Minister which
by its very nature has reflected on the correctness of these
accounts?

But. Sir, this House. and I think all Honourable Members
pnsent, must welcome the statement because it is going to be
obviously a very highly controversial issue. I think we must all
welcome that somebody independent from the Honourable Mem
bet’s opposite, independent from this side of the House, independ
ent from the City Treasurer and independent from the Financial
Secretary, that is, from the Ministry of Housing and local Govern
ment. is going to come to Gibraltar and have a look at it. I am
sure that he will wish to ask questions to the City Treasurer and
possibly to the Financial Secretary; and I am sure they will be
happy to answer them. But the nett result, I hope, for this
House, will be the accounts of the City Council. the City Treasu
rer’s Review and Report and the Statement from this independ
ent person who is coming out from the United Kingdom who has
the qualifications which the Honourable and Learned Leader of
the Opposition has asked that he should have. And when that
has happened I hope the Honourable Chief Minister will give the
House plenty of time to look at it We can then have a proper
debate and see where responsibility lies for whatever has hap
pened. Meanwhile. Sir, this House has no option hut to vote a
further £185,887 to meet the City Council deficit. There is no
question of choice fQr us. We must all say unanimously “Aye”,
because tinder our Constitution we took over the assets and lia
bilities of the City Council which would have been more properly
described as the Liabilities and assets of the City Council. I
thank you, Sir.

HON. M. K. FEnnERST0NE:

Sir, I am very pleased to hear the Ilonourable and Learned
Backbencher say the liabilities and assets because he quoted this
the last time. The last time he even said that he did not know
what the City Councillors had been tip to for the last 20 years.
This is a very interesting word: ‘been up to’. I could not find
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it in the dictionary or anywhere. But the whole 1st of his
peech was rather a slur on the Councillors. I aree
he dues nut know what the Councillors have been up to in the
last 20 years. I should have thought at least in the last twelve
years, if there is any fraternal intercourse between the two bro
thers, they would have known something about what was going
on in the Cit Council. We also. Sir, had the panic call by the
Chief Minister in which he said there was no panic. Of course
the easiest way to say ‘do not panc in the Cinema is to stand on
the stage and say ‘thei’e is no lire’ and watch everybody rush for
the exit,

Now, Sir, the Honourable Chief Minister said that he rnad
this statement because neither he aol’ the Financial and Develop
ment Secretary, nor the Principal Auditor, were satisfied that
the accounts show the true picture. This is most interesting. In
1967 the accounts were published having been audited by the
Chief Auditor, The 1968 ones, I think, are in the process of being
audited and published—being printed—therefore they have al
ready been audited.

lION. CHIEF MiNISTER:
Not audited.

lION. M. K. FEATITERST0NE:
They must be in the process of being au(lited, Sir. oi’ surely

the Government is very behind in its work.

HON. J. C.RuAN:
On a point of order, Sir. These balance sheets are printed

subject to audit,

HON. M. K. FETHERsToNE:
We know that. It is pretty sure that they must be if no’.

fully audited, well on the way. But at least in 1967 they passed
the Government Auditor; there was no ‘hanky-panky’ by 1967.
The slur has come from the Honourable and Learned Backben
cher and from the Honourable Chief Minister.

HON. CIJIF:F’ MINISTER:
Sir. I object to ‘that. No one has said that there has been

‘hanky-panky’. All I say is that they do not reflect the true
situation of the financial position of the Council, which is a very
different thing altogether.

Hox. M. K. FEATTIERST0NE:
Sir, if it does not reflect the true position, and if one trusts

ones Treasurer and one’s Treasurer gives an account, and then
afterwards one says: “This does not reflect the true position”.
then one is either mistrusting one’s Treasurer or assuming some
hanky-panky’.

HON. CHIEF Mix ISTER:
With all due resI)ect, Mr. Speaker, he is putting words into
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our mouths that we have never sad. I think this is doing pre‘icely hat the Ilonourable Member. thn Leader of the ()ppasi
lion, i accusing u of doing before All I suggested was, andthis 1 a tatement of fact, the advke of an expert, but nowhave not an expert’s ad ice but insinuations as to the Trr’asurer which ‘ie have never made and which he i making
I hope that the Leaned and Honourable Leader of the Opposithin can advise his colleagues not to carry on making “uch statements.

flow. M. K. FIiTIJERsTowE:
Sir, we have had it from the ords of the flonourable ChiefMinibter that neither he. nor the Financial and Development Seeretary, nor the Principal Auditor, are satisfied with the accountspresented by the Treasurer: and that is why they ‘ant to bringan expert—to query therefore what the Treasurer has presented.

how. Cu1EF MINISTER
On a matter of clarification. What we are bringing the cxpert for is clearly defined in the Terms of Reference. I suggestto the Honourable Member that he reads the Terms of Reference.

110w. M. K. FEATuERST0NE:
The Terms of Reference were one thing, Sir, and what hesaid later was a different thing. He does not wish to remembe:his second statement. But Hansard will show eventually whathe did say. It is very easy. Sir, to bring out experts. It is veryeasy to wipe things off. But I would like to quote if I may. Sir,by reading one little thing that perhaps might put at rest, to someextent, the worries of the Learned Backbencher, who does notknow very much, in fact he is ignorant. completely ignorantabout this curious system of accounting that calls an ElectricityUndertaking an ‘Asset’ when you cannot sell it. Sir, this Is takenfrom a book ‘Accounting for Local Government Local and Pub.lie Authorities’. I will quote, Sir, about Public Boards: “Electricitv Acts 1947 required the Central Electricity Authority andeach area Board to prepare for each financial year statements ofaccounts in such form as the Minister of Power, with the approval of the Treasury. may direct.” Now. Sir, one of these stateSments for the consolidated balance sheet put doun the followingas assets: fixed Assets’, etcetera, etcetera. “Current Assets: Fuelat cost: £23,000,000. Stocks and Stores: £57,000,000. Contracting work in progress: £3,000,000. Debtors £87,000,000.” Allthese have been wiped out according to the Honourable (‘hivEMinister. He ants to bring an expert to produce “ome differentset of figures. Well we. Sir, could tiwn bring an expert to produceour set of figures. And if you ke’p on getting expert&right, left and centre you can get all sorts of things. The letterzoes to the Mid Eastern Electricity Board — just one bection ofthe giant part. We have, under Fixed Asets, Sir. Land andBuildings. Sub-stations, Plant and Machinery. Tools. Mains, un

derground. They are estimated at CII ,0(J0,0($), Sit’. Vhi Wants‘o buy an electricity main underground? — the fIohloural)le and
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Learned Backbencher? And yet the Treasury in Britain is willing

to accept it as an asset But he is not willing to accept as an

asset a power station.

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:
I assure the Honourable speaker that we shall bring to the

attention of the expert who is coming out all the points that have
been brought to our attention today. And, in fact, if he does
not want to waste the time of this House. he can put them down
on a piece of paper and we shall certainly give them to the expert

as well.

[-ION. M. K. FEATHERSTONE:

Sir. we will not have the question of wasting the time of this
House, please, because I think the Hon. Chief Minister has wast
ed quite enough time of this House already—

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:
To inform the members of the public——

[ION. M. K. FEATHERSTONE:

The whole position here, Sir, is that the Treasurer has pro
duced his accounts, has produced his remarks concerning those
accounts; and those accounts have suddenly vanished. They have
been taken to the Secretariat with the stencils, with the copies,
with the rough notes. with everything. Are we facing some sup
pressing of facts? Are we later to be given a different set of
balance sheets? If they have nothing to hide let us have these
balance sheets and these figures and these statements now. Let

them bring all the experts — we are not afraid of any expert.
What we demand, Sir, is that we have the Treasurer s Report
now, within 24 hours. When we have seen these reports they can
bring all the experts—50 experts if they wish. They will not find
anything wrong with the report. But I am very interested to see,
Sir, that for many years the City Council has had a Government
Member on it, two of whom later became Financial Secretaries.
During these twenty years when, according to the Honourable

and Learned Backbencher, he did not know what they had been
up to: and then they became Financial Secretaries. And all the

time they were audited by the Government Auditor and he found

nothing wrong. Yet, all of a sudden. we have this panic stations

from the Hon. Chief Minister. If they have nothing to hide, Sir,

let us have the accounts forthwith. They may bring their ‘experts

to look into them. But why do they want to hide them now.

[ION. SIR JosHuA HASSAN:
Sir, I would like to ask just one or two points raised by th

Honourable and Learned Backbencher. It is this question of not

being consistent. I welcome, as the correspondence shows. the

looking at the accounts by anybody. Of course I welcome it. I

told him so in the letter. But it does not mean that we do not

want to ban! the accounts now. [do not see why the atcOliflis

and the report should not be available to Honourable Members
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now. We are all Memhers of this House. We have a sense of
responsibility. Why suppress them now? Vhy wait until he
looks at it? How can you go and discuss the matter with him
when I’ve comes if you have not got the accounts to discuss them
with him? How can you wait until he makes his report and then
get everything? This is not fair, antI told him so in my letter
this morning or yesterday. This letfer states quite clearly that
the question of having an expert and having the accounts are two
completely different things, and that is where the Hon. and Lear
ned Mr. Peter Isola was completely wrong. I want the accounts
available to all Members and I want an enquiry—but those things
are not inconsistent one with the other. We want to see the ac
counts—I think we are entitled to it. All sorts of allegations
have been made. By saying that there is no panic, as the Hon
ourable Member on my right has said. you cniate panic—by say
ing that there is nothing wrong and at the same time asking for
an enquiry and saying that the statement of accounts does not
reflect the position. Section 34 of the City Council Ordinance
states that the Auditor is to audit the accounts of the City Coun
cil. There is power there. That is the law and that is what
should be done irrespective of whatever may happen with regard
to the enquiry. But I must give notice now that if the Govern
ment does not give way on this matter I shall have to raise it as
a substanU ye motion at a subsequent meeting.

HON. CWEF MINISnR:
I think, Mr. Speaker, that I want to clear one point about thepanic. I had to say no panic because the sum involved was verysubstantial. Not because I wanted to create panic as has beensuggested from the other side of the House. You have got torealise that at the last meeting we had to vote £123,000. We hadto give an explanation for this. Today we have to vote £185,884.

altogether, if my arithmetic is right, it comes to £308,884. Obviously we just could not come here and say “Aye” without somekind of explanation to the rates and tax payers. and this is theonly reason why the matter was raised. This is the only reasonwhy I had to make this statement here today. It was not intended to start a debate. A debate has been started from the otherside of the House. Precisely what they wanted to avoid.

HON. SIR JoshuA HASsAN:
how have we started a debate?

HON. CHIEF MINIsTER:
Well, this is very much like a debate.

And, therefore. taking everything into consideration, andeverything that has been said. I feel. my Government feels, quiteentitled to see that these accounts are examined by an expertand subsequently they will be released and all members of thepublic. including the Honourable Members on the other side, ifthey want it they will be available. But I am afraid that T cannot give way on that. If after that they fuel that a Commission
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it inquiry should be held, and indeed if the Government feels
that a Commission of inquiry should be held, that can be dIscus

‘ad later. There is no question of suppressing, altering figures

or any such thing whatsoever. it is just a question of being pa

tient and taking steps in the right way, in proper time and in thy

ritfhl direction.

lioN A P. MorrrEcRwFo:

Sir. I was not going to talk. We are not in the habit on

thh side of the House of popping up and down all at the same
time and people trying to pull the coats of other people to get

them to sit down. But. you *e, I happen to be one of thc
Councillors. I did not have the luck after all the mismanage
inent of the Council of having been made Minister of Municipal
Services as my colleague opposite, Mr. William Isola. I am add
ressing him as a former Coundillor. But of course. Sir, the alle
gations made not during this debate, but during the last debate,
burdens the four Councillors, and only the four Councillors of
the A.A.C.R., with what is supposed to have been mismanage
ment of Council finances. And this, Sir, has been made, there
fore, a political Issue. I could not care less if they brought
fifty experts. Cetkalnly I am not going to submit myself to the
opinion of any expert having this matter being made a political
issue. The only judge, the only people who can sit In judgment
of my political wisdom — my political decisions— must be the
people of Gibraltar and nobody else. If the Government had
karted originally by saying they were going to bring an expert
to look into the matter of the Council as they were going to
rerge the finances of the Council, that would have been accept
able, Sir. But they only came up with the expett after the
Honourable Chief Minister wanted a debate without the accounts.
And now that we have got the accounts he wants the debate
with an expert. And this, Sir. I must say, is a reflection on me
as one of the four Councillors of the A.A.C.R. and I pre and
support completely the suggestion made by the Leader of the
Opposition that we should have the accounts. I am entitled to
have these accounts. Up to a point they are morally, if not
legally, my accounts. I want to know whether or not, whatever
the Honourabie Chief Minister or anybody else says. those ac
counts in fact reflect a true picture of the position of the Coun
cil. Who better than I who has been a Councillor and against
whom allegations are being made. Sir.

lioN. L. DEVTNcZNZI:
Sir. I do not think it is fair that anybody should keep the

lion. Mr. Montegriffo’s accounts.

lION. A. P. M0NTEGRWF0:
Sir, I have no accounts. Not even a bank account

lioN. M. K. FEAmERST0NE:
Sir, we have had a debate today much against the wishes of

the lionourable Chief Minister. Last time, of course, he said
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‘I want to have a debate today on the facts as we have now’. I
did mention the various slurs that have been Put arOund—
all sorts — there are so many that you cannot quote them.
Assets can be increased, etcetera. etcetera. But I ould press
once again. Sir, that the accounts as presented by the Treasurer
should be circulated In the utmost confidence and I would assure
the lion, and Learned Backbencher that because I have an in•
Wrest in an item which circulates news. I will not tell them. I
am willing to disclose my interest — perhaps he would disclose
all his Interests in other matters. I also feel, Sir, that because
of these very blatant slurs, these accounts should be circulated.
and I hink they can be circulated, again in the utmost confidence,
to the previous Councillors who are not in this Chamber. One
of them used to be in this Chamber. I am sure he is of the
highes’t confidence. One of them is a member of Government.
Two unfortunately — Service Officers — are not in Gibraltar.
but one of them is. They are also mixed up In this alleged slur
of ‘hanky-panky’. So that once again, Sir. I press that not only
do the Members of this Chamber get the fufl accounts Imme
diately, but also all the previous Councillors who were in office
when the Council was not merged with Government, Sir. — that
word is completely wrong. was taken over by Government —

swallowed up.

HON. Sm JosHuA HassAw:
Sir. I just want to fin& out shether I will get a reply from

the Honourable Chhtf Minister to the question I raised earlier.
He has given all sorts of answers but he has avoided answering
the question. He has mentioned three officers of the Govern
merit: the Financial Secretary. the Principal Auditor and the
Financial Officer. I think he said, who were not satisfied that the
accounts reflected the true position of the Council as at the 14th
August. I would like to ask whether the Treasurer and Accoun.
tant has been asked any questions to elucidate, or to explain any
thing on the accounts, by the Auditor? Whether the Auditor
has given any certificate in respect of these accounts, of any kind.
and whether in fact, as I say. the Tieasurer has or has not been
asked to make any explanations or render any proof or evidence
or satisfaction of his accounts as he has prepared them: and if so
when this was done?

lioN. fluEF Mr’usTER:
Mr. Speaker. I think I made that quite clear before and I do

not intend to go all over it again. It is quite clear that the Gov.
ernment is responsible for Government business and for alt
transactions of Government. We shall certainly allow every in
dividual concerned in any way with the accounts to have a copy
in due course, at the time that we feel that this should be made
known. I think it is quite unnecessary to go all over it again.
The answer is that we shall not i elease the accounts at present.

how. Sm Josiws HAss.tw:
&nswer the (luestion
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110w CuIM? Mnnsna.
I answered the quetion before.

how. SIR Josnus IL%ss.¾N
You ha e not answered.

lION. M. K. FEAmERSTONE:
Sir. Is the Honourable Chief Minister afraid to give the

US CoUnts flow’

I low. Xl. XmERIUs:
Sir. are the Members opposite afraid of this almost enquiry’

LION. Sin .Josiws Hassaw:
We welcome it We have written to the Chief Minister w ci-

coming It.

LION. M. XIBERRAS:
From the attitude shown from the other side of the house,are they wary at such a man coming to Gibraltar? SecondLy. who

is to decide whether there is prima facie evidence for an mi estigation? Is it to be the Members, or is it to be the Governmentwho is responsible for the liabilities, if there so are, of the CityCouncil? Surely it is up to this side of the House to decide whatprocedure to adopt. I can recall many examples where the Gov
ernment has brought experts to arbitrate and adjudicate, andpeople have been called In to give evidence at the proper time.The Accountant has made his statement, I take it. and a fullstatement it is. Why should he defend it until it has been putinto the lap of this man? Why do the Members opposite wantthe accounts to be published precisely now? Are they going to
set up another expert against the Government chosen expert?
What precisely do they want to do? If they have faith in the ex
pert that is coming along then surely they should wait for the ex
pert to look at the documents. It is a complete and full set ofdocuments. The representations of the man or the men concer
ned are there. Then surely they can wait. There has been muchtalk of suppression. I think this is taking things a bit too far.This is hardly suppression. This Is simply delay — delay until
everything is ready to proceed itt the proper manner. Surely
the last Government delayed on a number of issues: pay claims,
and things of this kind until the stage was set for a man to come
from England to arbitrate. I think that if there is no tanky
panky’. there is no reason now to suppose that there is. slmpl3
a tery complicated matter and I am not very cognizant — not in
the know of these things—let this man come and make a ctate
ment in simple terms so that everybody can understand it On
the basis of that I for one will be able to contribute a bit more
fully to the debate which I said I would welcome at the last meet
ing. We have had a debate already and we are going to have the
expert come. I think the resolution of this side of the House
has hi-en amply demonstrated. I think the points have been
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made on the other ‘ide. People have cleared themselves. IVell,
let the expert decide Further persistt net’ of the kind of the
lion. Members opposite iill only sent’ 1(1 muddle the matter
even further. Let u wait for this man to come. ‘Fhe ci idence
hich he requires Is already there—full statements of the ac
(hUnts. ‘fhe Ti easurer’s rei it-’. is a full review — the facts art
already there. Vhat facts can be added in fact? Few facts can
be added. What can be added is an argument for this or an ar
gument for that, a case built up, but the case can come at the
proper time.

lION. A. W. SEnnn:
Mr. Speaker. if I ‘nay be allowed. I was riot a (‘ouncillor.

but the Hon. Chief Minister has said here that the accounts of
the Treasurer do not seem to reflect the true situation; these are
very strong words. The fact that he has not thought fit, or the
Financial Secretary, to consult the man who has prepared these
accounts does not seem reasonable to me. This looks ‘fishy’
really. And I think that the Government. in view of all this.
should decide here and now to let the Opposition and the for
aner Councillors have copies of these accounts.

110w. M. XmEans:
Sir, this will in no way alter what the Honourable Chief Min

ister has said. I suggest that the Member opposite realize that
at some stage somebody must judge whether there is prima fade
evidence for calling a man to enquire. and this is what the Chief
Ministet has said. That prima facie. on th advice of the Finan
cial and Development Secretary and so on. there seems to be a
cast. 1 would say that the debate in this House on two occasions
would seem to suggest that there seems to be a case for an en
quiry of some sort. Well, let the bench opposite accept this.

110w. SIR JosHuA IIASSAN:
It is accepted.

how. M. XrnERnS:
It is accepted. Very well let the Government this Govern

ment. continue to take the proper steps in that direction. It will
not help anybody who might think that he is under fire to make
a representation now. Sw ely the representation must be made
not in this House so much as to the man who comes. Later on
there will be plenty of time to study thy findings of the expert. to
build up a case and to discuss the matter fully in the House.

lioN. Sin Josms HAS8AN:
I am sure that the ifonourable Chief Minister must be very

grateful for the eloquent attempt of his Minister for Labour and
Social Security to save him out of answering the question that
he has not yet answered. There is no question at all of avoiding
or sLtggeSting that the expert should not come. In fact, I wel
tomed this in my two letters to him and this is a matter which
is neither here nor there on the matter which we are discussing
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now. All that I raised, and I told him that I would
flaw to raise it today. was the suppression of these accounts.
Theco accounts are the accounts of the Council as submitted

1w the Treasurer and Accountant of the Council. These
accounts will eventually have to be printed and published accord

ing to law. All we are asking now is for these accounts. There

have been references made that they do not reflect the true

position. I think the Government have taken a very hard-head

cd attitude on this — a very cussed attitude on this — in aot

releasing the accounts to this side of the House. We do not

want anything else, we are prepared to wait whatever time is
necessary. We are not in a hurry. We know everything is

alright. We are not in the least In a hurry. But what we want

Is to have these accounts because first of all they are of the
bu4ness of Gibraltar, of this House; and secondly because alle
gations have been made, and some are interested to know whe
ther there Is any substance on our own view of it, or whatever
expert we would like to take. But let there be no misunder
standing. and let there be no twisting of phrases, to say that we
resent the accounts being enquired into. Very much the oppo
site. I was the first one to ask for a full debate and I was the
first to tell the Hon. Chief Minister, when he wrote to me, that
I did not question at all the matter being looked into. All I
was asking for was the statement of accounts. We could be here,
I agree, until Doomsday, saying ‘yes’ or ‘n& — I agree to that.
I have given notice that in certain circumstances, (and if the
Honourable Lady will not keep smiling to try and deviate me
from my business with her charming face, perhaps I might be
able to continue) —

LION. Miss C. ANES:
Sir. I did not know that I attracted him so much.

LION. Suit JosHuA HassAN:
Well, she would be surprised. (Laughter).

I have already given notice. I do not want to prolong this
debate. I know that the Government have taken a very cussed
attitude in this matter. I will ask them to reconsider the mW
ter, not now, not within twentyfour hours as my Friend on my
right said, but I would ask them ‘to reconsider the matter in the
light of this debate. whether they will not, in all confidence,
issue a copy of the accounts and report of the Treasurer to the
Iembers now and within a reasonable time before the next
meeting of the House of Assembly. I shall then have to consider.
if the answer is in the negative, whether we will bring a sub
%tantlve motion. I think that should bring an end to this part
of the debate.

lIoy. p. S. IS0LA:
You must be rather perplexed. Sir, that we should be arg

‘tAng about something that we all agree we have to vote in fav
our of. and that is £185,884. But I think, Mr. Speaker, after lis
tening to the arguments on both sides of the House, and trying
to be objective — which I am ‘sure the Honourable Members
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opposite will feel 1 am incapable of — I think that this is not a
question of suppres%ing the accounts of the City Council The
Chief Minister has not said he is going to suppress them. lIe
has given an assurance and an undertaking to let the Honoura
ble Members opposite have them together with the report of
the independent investigator. 1 am sure no one is going to think
that someone in Whitehall 6 going to be anything but fair —

somebody from Whitehall. And then they can have as much
reasonable time as they require to put their case on them. But
surely, Sir, the Honourable Members opposite must realize that
the responsibility for Government today lies in the present Gov
ernment; and It 6 they t ho must decide what action is taken
on documents that come into their possession. They are not
trying to tell the Opposition: •1’Jt’ will never publish” They
have told them: You can have them as soon as we are ready
to give them to you.” There Is no right innate in Honourable
Members opposite to have these documents before the Govern
ment decides to release them. And, Sir, I cannot end without
digressing a little, because the Honourable Mr. Featherstone—
who insists on calling me the Honourable and Learned Back
bencher, I understand he coven Education. I do not know whe
ther I should call him the Honourable Shadow, but be that as
it may it is up to him to choose his nomenclature subject to the
rules of the House. But I cannot but smile at his quotation
from a book about assets, about City Council assets. He men
tioned Electricity, etc. Can I recall to him an asset, which I
think Is very much In his mind itt the moment, or at least very
much In the mind of that item of the information services In
which he has a financial interest, as he has told us: that is the
Telephone Undertaking. His newspaper said only two days ago,
and yesterday —I do not know how far this is inspired news or
Intelligent guessing or leakage — E do not know: but he has
talked about Cable and Wireless taking over the telephone ser
vice. And he told us in his statement, in Opinion column, or
his paper or his Editor told us, or whoever writes this newspa
per told us, that the telephone service is a public service, and If
Cable and Wireless takes it over they are not going to run it
for fun. They are not going to run it as the City Council has
done in the last nine years — I hope not Sir, otherwise we are
going to subsidize Cable and Wireless. But he told us It was
difficult to visualize any private firm going into business just for
the fun of it. So where is this asset in the telephone exchange?
If the Government tries to get rid of it he is going to criticize
us for It.

how. A. P. MONTEGRIn’o:
On a point of order. Mr. Speaker. Is he a member of the

Government’

Flow. P S ISoLA
No. no.

LION. A. P. M0NTECRIflO
You have just said you are going to be (‘ritized
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HoN. P J lsoL.
Oh, I see. I beg the Honourable Member’s pardon, \

supporter of the present Goernment, and I hope for many years.
Sir, it will be the present Government.

If they try to sell the telephone undertaking, the Opposi
tion will be up in arms, So how can we say that we are taking
over an asset. It may be that the Institute of Municipal Account
ants call it that. I do not know if I said I was completely ignor
ant (I said I as ignorant) about it. I am learning very fast.
And I think I shall have to learn very fast by the time I have
read the City Council accounts — how the system works. But
I think it i very important to bear in mind that all we are doing
today, and we have digressed enough, is voting another large
wallop of money to a City Council deficit. And tha’t, Sir, I am
,ure, must be a cause for alarm and anxiety to all Honourable
Members on all sides of the House. But as the Government
swallowed up the City Council as it is called, it swallowed up
rather more than it can chew. I hope not, Sir.

lioN. M. K. FEATIIER5T0NE:
Sir, the Honourable and Learned Backbencher said he was

riot completely ignorant. His words were: ‘absolutely’.

Sir, the Telephone Company, let us assume, costs £1,000,000
to run. Then, when the City Council was running it they got
from the public £1,000,000. If a private enterprise got it, it
would cost £1,000,000 to run, they would probably ask £l,100,00()
—that is the simple difference in the way it is done—but it is still
an asset. And just for the information of the Honourable and
Learned Backbencher, the way a municipal enterprise gets money
when it needs it; it often raises loans, Hammersmith was rai
sing a loan of £5,000,000. The purpose of issue is to replace
monies temporarily borrowed (perhaps they have a bank over
draft) to replace maturing debts. They have got to pay their
debts; so they borrow some more money to replace it. It is not
uncommon. Your expert will tell you this, We welcome your
expert.

HoN. LIEUT.-C0L. J. L. HOARE:
Mr. Speaker. I fail to distinguish the difference between sup

pressing an account and not letting us have them—What is it but
suppression’?

lIoN. P. J. IsOLA:
Sir, I thought the difference would be obvious to the lion

ourable and Gallant Gentleman. The difference is that if you are
told that you are not going to have it at all—that is suppression.
But if you are told that you are going to have it at some future
time—that is not suppression.

lioN. A, P. MONTEGRIFFO:
Not suppression but delayed suppression

lION, L. DEVINCENZI:
I think certainly not (lelayed suppression
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lION, A. P, MONTEGRIFFO:
Then what i it

Hox. L. DEvixcExzI:
Mr. Speaker. not vcn sUppression delayed, I should say.

1-lox. A. P. M0xTEGRIFpO:
I cannot understand the grammar of the Minister for Educa

tion.

I ION, L, DEvINCENzI:
Mr. Speaker, that is not my fault.

Rusu ,n tnn.

House resum’d.

MR. SPEAKER:
I now put the question which i that the House approves thevotes detailed in Supplementary lstimates No. l() of 1969,

Passed unanimosuly.

The Price Con trot (. n eon ni en 1) Ordinance, 1969,

First Reading

The Honourable the Minister for Information. Port, Trade and
Industries moved that a Bill entitled “An Ordinance to amend the
Price Control Ordinance. 1966’’ be read a first time,

Mr. Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative.

The Bill was read a first time.

SeCond Ra(1l H (J

HON. MAJOR A. ,J, GcHE:

Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read aecond time.

At the last meeting of the Hodse I made a statement that anOrder was to be made by th’e Governor under the Price ControlOrdinance requiring that L’onds exposed for sale should have theselling price clearly marked so as to be visible and legible at areasonable distance. I then explained the reasons which hadprompted the Government to take such a step. Briefly the rea
SOflS were to cUt’)) any thought of increasing prices generally inview of the possible increase in wages following the visit of Mr.
Marsh. and the application to be made latei in that days pro
teedings for supplementary financial provision to meet in part
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the effect of the merger of the Government and the City Council.
I added that the Go ernment w a’ fully conscious of its duties and
would not hesitate to take such other measures as might be ne
tssary to ensure that prices and wages did not spiral Into a vi.
ious circle. It was unfortunate that because of the time element
it was not possible for the Government to discuss beforehand
with the Chamber of Commerce and other interested parties the
measures it was proposing to take. Full discussion has since
‘aken place and I thmk as a result it has been possible to under
stand each others point of view. I am very glad to say that most
Li aders have cooperated loyally and well with the Government on
the matter. On the other hand there have been a few who have
endeavoured to circum4ent the spirit of the law on what can only
be regarded as a technicality. The purpose of the Bill Is to try
and plug this hole. It Is not the intention of this Government to
make life difficult for the traders and business community, nei
ther does Government intend to embark on wholesale prosecu
tions, we are fully conscious, indced only too conscious, of the
part which business plays in the economy of Gibraltar. But the
attention of the Government was drawn by the business comma
nity in fact to a loophole in the law and It is the Government’s
duty to take remedial action. Accordingly, the Bill now before
the House seeks to amend the Price Control Ordinance by provi
-ding that where goods are exposed in or at any place of business,
where such goods are normally sold in the ordinary course of bu
siness, they shall be deemed to be exposed for sale and not just
on display.

Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.

Mr. Speaker then Invited discussion on the general principles
of the Bill.

LION. SIR Josnua HAS5AN:
Sir, in the first place I would like to welcome back to Gibral

tar the Ilonourable Minister for Information. Trade. Commerce,
Industry and so on. We were all very worried yesterday that
cross-winds might take him over to the other side and he would
not be here in time for this meeting. I hope he will also be here
for the next meeting.

On this Bill which e have before the House the Honoura
ble Minister has said that people are co-operating but that this
is to cover a loophole. I would like to ask the Minister before
we give our support or otherwise to this Bill whether this Is not
really sham legislation? Whether then are not some people
blatantly disregarding the Order made under the powers of the
Price Control Ordinance and refusing to mark the prices and
openly saying that they are refusing and provoking prosecution,
and no action is being taken? This is a bit of a scandal in town.
People know which places are not marking their goods and so
on, and yet Government has appeared to do nothing about It. If
there Is to be a law. which is fair and reasonable, it must be
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• ab%bcrved 1w evcrvl)ociv. W’ cannot have a law which is known
by the ‘cay in which it is ‘IireLarded. Until we have sonw kind
of assurance in this re%pect I am afraid we %hall have to hold
silence on support to this Bill

how. ChIEF MINISTER:
Mr. Speaker. I have had a look into this situation. Ln (act

I ak for reports now and again on this matter, and as far as I
am aare, there have been few, if any, complaints so far I can
assure the other side of the House that any complaints they
receive, which they care to pass over the this side. will be very
well received. The Ordinance was not a sham C )rdinance. The
intentions ‘core very clear and I think they were made very clear
in the statement made by the Ilonourable Minister for Port and
Trade. I think the mere fact that we are here today with an
other piece of legislation to plug a hole that obviousLy was over
looked in the drafting, shows vEry clearly how interested the Gov
(‘rninent is in the matter. I can assure the llonourable Members
on the other side of the house that we really mean business, and
perhaps, as time goes by. the evidence ill sho for itself that
we mean what we say.
how. Sm Josuua HAssas:

Sir, on a point of personal explanation. I think the Honour.
able Chief Minister has taken the wrong view of what I said. It
is not up for complaints that these matters are. There must
be inspectors, there must be people to enforce the law. We are
not going to be inspectors and tell the Government where peo
ple are not marking the prices. This is a matter (or the enfor
cement side of the administration. And this is ichat we want
to ensure; that it works well with everybody.

lION. CIHEF Mzwtsnw
Mr. Speaker, I can assure the Honourable and Learned Mciiiber of the Opposition that we do have inspectors. But obviously

we have to be careful that we are not on another day accused by
the other side of the House of witch-hunting. And this Is the
reason why we must use tact and proceed in the tolerant way
that is expected in any democracy.
110w. P. S. ISOLA:

Sir. I am surprised at the attitude the Honourable and
Learned Leader of the Opposition takes on this issue on the
part of his party, because this is a Bill before the House which
seeks to give effect to a statement of policy by the Government,
made by the Minister of Information. Port. Trade and Industries
it the last meeting of this House. I am sure the Ilonourable Mem
hers opposite, with all the free time at their disposal which they
have now, have come to a conclusion as to whether they %uppoct
the Government policy statement or the compulsory marking ol
prices in shops or not. I do not think that it Is right that the::
should try and wriggle out of a commitment one way or the
other by asking for assurances about it. Do they think the
policy is right? If they think it is rijht let them ak for it to he
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oforced. Do they think the policy is wrong? Let them vot’
irajyist tho Bill — hut do not just it on the fon, There has
been a lot of sitting on the fence for many years, and I think
ilonourable Members on all sides of the House have to decide,

a number of occasions, on which side of the fence they are
oing to fall. I would invite the Honourable Members opposite,
ince their Ilonourable and Learned Leader has not been able
to define the policy of his paity on this matter, to state clearly
what their policy is on the marking of prices and whether they
agree to the Government policy on the matter. I would remind
the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition, who is
5eeking to stand, Sir, that under the rules of debate, on a second
reading of a Bill before the house, as I am sure he knows, he
an only speak once.

lION. Sm JoSHUA lLSSAN:
Yes, Mr Speaker, I know as well, and perhaps better than

the person who has jumped the fence and not stood on it, and
tood on the other side of the fence. I was going to make (the
question of order is for the Speaker) a matter of personal expla
nation because he has completely misrepresented as he so ably
does all the time. I said I wanted clarification before we dcci
(led. I have assurances, and that is a matter for us; and al
though he is not a member of the Government he is really leadS
ing the Government by telling us what we have to do.

lioN, MAJOR A. J. GAcHE:
Just very briefly I would like to reply to the Honourable

and Learned Leader of the Opposition on his words of welcome
on my retui from Trinidad and Washington and other places
not yet announced Sufficient to say that the visft to Trinidad
was one to which he had committed someone when he was
leading the Government; and as Government changed it became
my very pleasant, and honourable duty to go and represent
Gibraltar. I thoroughly enjoyed it. Now, in so far as my
return is concerned, I think it would take a lot of wind and hot
air to deflect me from the course which I have taken.

In conection with the other matter, representations have
been made by a certain sector of the community and the mat
ter is being inves’tigated But, Mr. Speaker, the spirit of pro
vocation of which the Honourable and Learned Leader of the
Opposition has been speaking did not come from this sector of
the community. The sector of the community, which has made
representations has made representations in a very poor manner,
and we are looking into this matter.

Mr. Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative

The Bill was read a second tame

FioN, MAJOR A. ,J GACHE:
Sir, I give notice that the Committee Stage and Third Read

mg of the Bill will be taken at the next meeting of the House.
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Thi lionourauk the Financial and Development Sccretary
nio ed that a Bill entitltd ‘\n Ordinance to amend the Overseas
SPrvke Ordinance (Cap 117)’ he read a first I line

Mr Spcaker then UL the question which ts as a e%ol% “d iii
I he affirmative

‘I he Bill was reach a iirst lime.

Secumi RcwIz;;fI
I Ic N. F’iN.NcLL ANt) 1)EVELOPMENT SEc’RETaiw:

Sir. I beg to move that the Bill be now read a second time.

The purie of this short 13111 is to ratify certain amend
ments to the agreement signed in 1961 under which 11cr Majes
ty’s Go ernment reimbursed to the Government of Gibraltar pay
ments made to designated officers appointed from overseas in
resl)ect of:

(a) inducement allowance:

(b allowance towards the cost of the education of the 4)111-
cers’ children;

(c) half the cost of the passages of the officer and his fami
ly; and

(d) the increase in the gratuity and pension payable to the
officer on retirement arising directly from the payment
of the inducement allowance.

It has recently l)eeii agreed that rather than effecting reim
bursement through the Government of Gibraltar. payment of
these allowances, other than passage and pension, should he
made direct to the officers concerned by 11cr Majesty’s Govern
ment.

The agreement also refers to the exemption of the induce
ment allowance from income tax hut this was in effect done when
the Income Tax Ordinance was amended by the l4egi%lature on
the 23rd April la$.

Sir, I commend the Bill to the llousr.

Mr. Speaker 1 hen invited discussion on the 4eneral princ,
Ph’s of the Bill.

Thvre being no rejJunc’ tr. Spcakt’r then put the (fLletiOfl
w Inch was re%olved in the affirmative.

l’lw Bill w as i each a a’t’oml inn’
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HoN. Fmnicxa w DzvnoPMniT SEcRETARY:

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of the Bill will be taken at a subsequent meeting of the
House.

The Gibraltar Court of Appeal Ordinance, 1969.

First Reading

The Honorable the Attorney-General moved that a Bill en
titled “An Ordinance to make provision for a Court of Appeal for
Gibraltar” be read a first time.

Mr. Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative.

The Bill was read a first time.

Second Reading

HoN. An0RNEY-GENERa:
Sir, I have the honour to move that this Bill which is of a

non-controversial nature, be now read a second time.

Prior to the 11th August of this year there was no provision
under the law of Gibraltar for a Court of Appeal in either Cri
minal or Civil matters. A person wishing to appeal from the
Supreme Court had available to him one tribunal only, namely,
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London. Appeals
to the Judicial Committee were, and are, expensive and frequent
ly extremly protracted. As Honourable Members will recollect,
the Constitution came into force on the 11th day of August of
this year, and Section 57 of that Constitution established a Court
of Appeal in Gibraltar consisting of a President and two or more
Justices of Appeal. The Court has such jurisdiction, says the
Section, and powers as may be conferred upon it by the Constitu
tion or by any other law. The other law referred to in the Cons
titution is in fact the Bill which is before the House tonight.

It will be noted, Sir, that Clause 1 of the Bill has retrospec
tive effect from the date when the Constitution itself came into
force. Clause 27, which is the last clause in the Bill, Sir, goes
on to provide that no judgment of the Supreme Court given be
fore the 11th day of August of this year can be made the subject
of an appeal. This Is clearly intended to prevent old cases being
revived. It is intended, Sir, that the Court will assemble and will
sit in Gibraltar from time to time as and when Its services may
be required. The Court will have jurisdiction to hear appeals In
both civil and criminal matters. In civil matters the appeal will
be by way of a general review of the case, that Is to say. the Ap

peal Court Judges will read through the documents entirely and
they will listen to submissions made to them. In addition pro
viso is also made for the Chief Justice. when he is hearing a civil
matter in the Supreme Court, to reserve any question of law by
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way of case stated for the consideration of the Court of Appeal.
In criminal matters an appeal lies, as of right, to the Court from
the Supreme Court in the exercise of its original and also of its
appellate jurisdiction on any ground which involves a question of
law alone. The Court may also grant leave to appeal on a ques
tion of fact, or on a mixed question of law and fact or any other
ground which it deems to be sufficient. This is provided in Clause
13 which is virtually the heart of the Bill.

Provision is also made for appeal against a sentence and also
for appeal against a special verdict. An example of a special
verdict is: Guilty but insane. Heretofore, such a verdict had not
been regarded as a conviction and so it could not be made the
subject of an appeal. This situation prevailed in England until
1964 when the law was changed. The Attorney-General is empo
wered to appeal, if he sees fit, against an acquittal or a discharge
in certain circumstances if a question of law alone is involved.
He is not entitled to any appeal where the case is thrown out by
the jury simply because they did not believe the witness. The
Court must allow an appeal against conviction if they think, and
I am quoting now clause 17, that a verdict should be set aside on
the ground that under all the circumstances of the case it is un
safe or unsatisfactory. That the judgment of the Supreme Court
should be set aside on the ground of a wrong decision on any
question of law or that there was a material irregularity in the
course of the trial, and in any other case they shall dismiss the
appeal. This very closely follows Section 2 of the Criminal Ap
peals Act 1968 now in force in England and Honourable and Le
gal Members who are acqualnted with these matters will, I am
sure, agree that these grounds on which the Court may now in
tervene are much wider and much more satisfactory than those
prevailing before which dated from the year 1907 when the first
Court of Criminal Appeal was set up in England.

It should also be noted, Sir, that where the Court allows an
appeal against conviction they may order that the appellant be
retried. This also is new and it is new in England also.

Finally, I would invite the attention of the House, Sir, to
Clause 24 which contains an interesting but fairly commonly en
countered provision. This enables, where a petition for the ex
ercise of the prerogative of mercy is made to His Excellency the
Governor, to refer to the Court a particular point which has
arisen for them to determine, as though they were hearing the
case in their own right. Similar provision exists in England for
the Home Secretary to consult the Criminal Division of the Court
of AppeaL

There are two other Bills, Sir, which are consequential upon
this Bill; one which is to amend the Supreme Court Ordinance
and one to amend the Legal Aid and Assistance Ordinance.

Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.

Mr. Speaker then invited discussion on the general princl
pies of the Bill.
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There being no response Mr. Speaker then put the question
which was resolved in the affirmative.

The Bill was read a second time.

I ION. An0RNEY-GENERAL:
Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third

Reading of the Bill will be taken at a subsequent meeting of the
house.

The Legal Aid and Assistance (A ,nendnnnt) Ordinance, 1969.

First Reading

The Honourable the Attorney-General moved that a Bill
entitled “An Ordinance to amend the Legal Aid and Assistance
Ordinance (Cap. 86)” be read a first time.

Mr. Speaker then put the question which was resolved
in the affirmative.

The Bill was read a first time.

Second Reacting

HoN. AnORNEY-GENERa:

Sir, I have the honour to move that this Bill be now read a
second time.

It is a very short Bill. The amendments proposed to the
Legal Aid and Assistance Ordinance are necessary In view of
Chapter 5 of the Constitution which establishes, as we have just
heard, for the first time, a Court of Appeal for Gibraltar. The
amendment is Intended to enable Legal Aid to be granted to an
appellant in the new Court of Appeal where it is desirable, in
the Interedts of justice, that he should have this form of assist
ance, and where he has not sufficient means to pay for It him
self.

Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.

Mr. Speaker then invited discussion on the general princi

pies of the Bill.

There being no response Mr. Speaker then put the ques

tion which was resolved In the affirmative.

[ION. ATTORNEY-GENERa:

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third

Reading of this Bill will be taken at a subsequent meeting of

the House.

The Supreme Court (Amendment) Ordinance, 1969.
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First Reading
The Honourable the Attorney-General moved that a Bill

entitled “An Ordinance to amend the Supreme Court Ordinance
(Cap. 148)” be read a first time.

Mr. Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative.

The Bill was read a first time.

HoN. ArronNn-GniEaa:
Sir, I have the honour to move that this Bill be now read

a second time.

Honourable Members will recollect that Chapter 5 of the
Constitution which came into force on the 11th August of this
year contains detailed provisions relating to the Supreme Court,
Court at Appeal and to the judiciary generally. The main pur
pose of this Bill Is to make certain amendments to the Supreme
Court Ordinance which have become necessary consequent upon
the introduction of these provisions. Section 56 of the Consti
tution provides that there shall be a Supreme Court for Gibral
tar which shall have unlimited jurisdiction to hear and deter
mine civil and criminal proceedings under any law and such
jurisdiction and power as may be conferred upon It by the Cons
titution or any other law. This Bill, Sir, once again, is the
other law. Clause 3 of the Bill gives effect to SectIon 56 and it
replaces Section 3 of the existing Ordinance. Section 3 of the
existing Ordinance provides that the Supreme Court, established
by the Order of 1883 shall continue. That is clearly Inconsist
ent with the present provision, Sir, so out it goes. SectIons 4,
5 and 6 of the present Ordinance, which deal with the constitu
tion of the Court. the qualifications, appointment and tenure of
office of the Chief Justice, are already provided for by the new
Constitution and so they must also be repealed. Clauses 5 and
o of the Bill have no direct connection with the Constitution.
The amendment proposed In Clauses 5 and 6 deal with legal
practitioners. The amendment proposed will have the effect of
providing that legal practitioners with qualifications obtained In
the Republic of Ireland would be eligible for enrolment or admis
sion in Gibraltar in the same way as practitioners with United
Kingdom qualifications. At the present moment they are not.
The reasons for this are undiscoverable. It should be stated that
similar provisions to those now proposed are in fact to be found
in the case of Judges In the Constitution, and in order to bring
the two into line these two provisions have been put into the Bill.

Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.

Mr. Speaker then invited discussion on the general princi
ples of the Bill.

There being no response Mr. Speaker then put the question
which was resolved in the affirmative.
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The Bill was read a second time.

HON. AT’roRNEYGENERAL:
Sir, I beg to give notice tha’t the Committee Stage and Third

Reading of this Bill vilI be taken at a subsequent meeting of

this House,

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir. I beg to move that this House should resolve itself into

Committee to consider the next Bill on the Order Paper.

This was agreed to and the House went into Committee,

house in Comm i ttee

The Elections (Amendment) Ordinance. 1969.

Clause 1 and 2 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

The Schedule. The Hon. Chief Minister moved that the

Schedule be amended by the inserftion in Column 2, immedia

tely below the amendment of Section 2(1) of the Elections

Ordinance the following further amendments:

(a) By the deletion of the words — “but not earlier than
the first day of January. 1970” in subsec’tion (1) of
Section 4A,

(b) By the addition of the following subsection to Section
4A: “(4) Tn respect of any supplement to the register
of electors to be published in 1970 the expression

‘qualifying date’ shall mean The thirtieth day of Nov
ember, 1969”.

With regard to the first amendment the present position

about registration of electors is that under Section 5 of the

Election (Temporary Provision) Ordinance ‘the 1968 register of

electors, and the supplement thereto, constitute the register of

electors for the purposes of any elections to be held in 1969.

Under Section 4A of the Elections Ordinance ‘the Governor may,

by Order, provide for the preparation and publication of a sup

plement to the register, hut this cannot he done before the first

of January, 1970. In order to make the new provision about

the voting age effective as soon as possible I am proposing this

amendment to Section 4A of the Ordinance to delete the words

“but not earlier than the first day of January, 1970”. This will

make it possible for an Order for the preparation of a supple

ment to be issued at any time. Our wish being that such an

Order should be made as soon as possible after the Bill is pas

sed. It is also necessary to add a further proviso to subsection

4 of Section 2 of the Elections Ordinance so that the qualifying

date of the supplement to the 1968 register of electors to be

published in 1970 shall be the thirtieth November. This is the
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same qualifying date as was used for the register. I am advised by the Honourable Attorney-General that there Is a needto review and consolidate he elections legislation and this willbe done by an amending Bill which will be introduced at a future date.

This was agreed to and the Schedule as amended stood panof the Bill.
The long title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Resumption 14.o.A. iC€’flNCHouse resumed.
•?o € ES. i%

how. ChIEF MINISTER:
Sir, I have the honour to report that the Elections (Amendment) Ordinance, 1989 has been considered in Committee andhas been agreed to with certain amendments and I now movethat it be read a third time and passed.
This was agreed to and the Bill was read a third time andpassed as amended.

ReAl United Kingdom Citizenship for Gibraltarians.

Motion re:
How. P. S. IsoLA:

Sir, in rising to propose the motion standing in my namemay I express piously the same hope expressed by the Honour-able and Learned Attorney-General that this motion will be noncontroversial. I say this, Sir, in Introducing my motion, because I think that after Honourabie Members in this House haveheard me out on moving this motion I think they will agreethat this motion is entirely a non-controversial motion and thatit is right and proper that all Honourable Members of theHouse should vote in favour of the motion.

Sir, the motion reads: ‘That in the opinion of this House thecurrent trend of events point to the need for the initiation bythe Gibraltar Government of talks with Her Majesty’s Government with a view to securing for the Gibraltarlans real UnitedKingdom Citizenship.’ The two important parts of the motion,Sir, is the need for the initiation of talks, and I will give myreasons why I consider this to be necessary, and secondly ofsecuring for the Gibraltarians real United Kingdom Citizenship;and the operative word there is ‘real’.
1 think I can say, without saying for Members opposite whatthey themselves have said, that this motion is a motion that willbe generally acceptable to all members in this House as ft Undoubtedly reflects the unanimous feelings and aspirations of thepeople of Gibraltar, Sir. And if that is so, I think it Is Important that in this new’ HouseS of. Assembly; created as a result oftheConstitutional- talks in June .1968, that a message should gofront thti House at-Assembly to the British- Government of the
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feelings and aspirations of ‘the people of Gibraltar after they
have held their elections under the new Constitution. I think
it is important because then can be no doubt in the minds of
anybody in Gibraltar what the feelings of the people of Gibraltar
are. In what direction they lie and what they seek to achieve.

Sir, in the opening of the Constitutional Conference, and
prior to its opening, the elected members of the Legislative
Council in that Conference, and the Integration with Britain
Party, made a common front—a common statement of policy as
to where they felt the interests of the people of Gibraltar lay.
And if you will remember, the then Chief Minister in addressing
the Constitutional Conference made no apology for repeating in
full, at the Plenary Conference, the agreed communique by all
the elected members of the Legislative Council then. and by the
members of the Integration with Britain Party. They are
the famous five points: An unbreakable relationship between
Gibraltar and Great Britain. Gibraltar should cease to be a Co
lony and its new political status should be defined afresh. The
definition would contain a reference to Britain’s permanent and
exclusive sovereignty over Gibraltar. Then, arising from para
graph 2. arising from ths status, exemption from the provisions
of the Commonwealth Immigrants Act, 1962 for Gibraltarians.
The other two points dealt with the transfer of Gibraltar’s affairs
to the Home Office and an affirmation with regard to the Treaty
of Utrecht. So that In the 1968 Constitutional Conference It was
the policy of all the elected Members of the Legislature and of
the Integration with Britain Party that Gibraltarians should be
come real United Kingdom Citizens. But it was not just then,
Sir. Prior to that, in 1965, the Constitution Committee of the
then Government was set up to look into the question of the
constltdtlonal relationship of Gibraltar with Britain. And to

that Committee, which met on a very great number of occa

sions, the Integration with Britain Party duly made Its report

prior to the Con&titutional Conference. That report was, with
certain reservations, again accepted by all elected members of

the Legislative Council. In that report we again stressed the

need for Gibraltar to be part of the bigger entity, the need for

the legal status of the Gibraltarlan to be defined and for exemp

tion for the Gibraltarian, arising from that changed status, from
the provisions of the Commonwealth Immigrants Act So that

unless members have had second thoughts about this, and I am

sure they have not had second thoughts on a matter so funda

mentally Important to the permanent Interests of the population

of Gibraltar, I see no difficulty in obtaining support from all the

Honourable Members of this House to the motion thWt I am

putting before the House. I am asking, the time has come now.

to initiate once more discussions to obtain for the Gibraltarians

real United Kingdom Citizenship.

I use the word ‘real’, Mr. Speaker, because it will be said

and it will be argued, as indeed I think it was argued In 1905,

In 1966, in 1967 and In 1908 that the Gibraltarians enjoy the

same citizenship as United Kingdom citizens by virtue of the
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nationality Act of 1948 which created the status of citizen of the
United Kingdom and Colonies. I think there are differences of
opinion In this, there are differences of approach, but these are
only marginal. But one thing that I am sure that we all want
to be sure of for the Gibraltarians is real United Kingdom Citi
zenship. I &tress this because I think Honourable Members will
agree, and it was said at the Constitutional Conference, that there
was a desire and a need for the people of Gibraltar to feel that
they belong to a bigger entity than just 21 square miles of terri
tory. We are all proud of being Gibraltarians but our status, our
strength, lies in our citizenship; in obtaining for ourselves real
United Kingdom Citizenship.

Now, Sir, you might ask why should it be the view of the
House that negotiations by the Gibraltar Government should be
initiated for talks with the British Government with a view to
securing real United Kingdom Citizenship. The real reason,
or one of the reasons that compels me to move this motion, is
the fact that I feel that the current trend of events to which I
will refer to In a minute indicates a move In the United King
dom for stricter control of Immigration, for no differentiation
between Commonwealth citizens and non-Commonwealth citi
zens: strict entry, strict control. The signs are there, SIr. 1
feel that Gibraltar Government has a duty to the citizens of Gib
raltar to ensure that we do not get caught up by legislation be
fore they do anything about it. Therefore, I think there is a
need for this House to express its fears that this might happen
and there is a need for this House to express the view that the
Gibraltar Government should make it absolutely clear to the
British Government that it is the wish and desire of the over
whelming majority, I should really say that ft is the unanimous
wish, of the people of Gibraltar to have real United Kingdom
Citizenship and the rights that go with ft. That is why I feel
that the time is to act now, before things happen and not after
they happen.

Now, Sir, about what are the reasons for thinking that there
should be initiation on this. One of the factors In my mind,
and indeed one of the factors for my group labouring this ques
tion of citizenship during the last general elections to this House
was the repoft on British Race Relations that had been made to
the British Government or published by the Institute of Race
Relations in February 1969. This Committee, or the experts set
up to consider the question of citizenship — colour and citizen
ship — was set up in 1962 and reported in February 1969. That,
I think, Sir, beats all records, even in Gibraltar. But they took
seven years to look at the different aspects of citizenship and
colour, and they made a very careful, detailed and lengthy re
port, and one which, I am sure, any British Government must
take note of. I have it here with me, Sir. It runs into 800
pages, but let me assure the House that I do not propose to read
it to them but just to point to some conclusions. Let me also
confess straight away, Sir, that I have not read the entire report.
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I have gone, as a lot of people do in cases of such extremely

large repoi ts, to the conclusions and the major recommenda

tions, But I hnik that the reasons motivating these recoin

mendations have become fairly clear.

In Iae 74S of the report it is stated “We recommend that

admission to this Country is in future permitted on the follow

ing basis to be applied equally to aliens and Commonwealth citi

Whatever logic may suggest for practical reasons e

onsider that no control is possible in the case of the Irish”,

lease it to the Tionourable and Learned Attorney-General to

draw his o n conclusions from that. It sets nut the basis, the

point I make that they say there should be no distinction on im

migration bet een alien and Commonwealth citizens. But the

important part of the report, Sir, comes at page 751 where the

Committee makes its second major recommendation, and that

Is serious if it should ever be accepted, “Our second major

recommendation’ I will quote if I may from the report, “is an

overhaul of current citizenship law. We recommend that dis

tussions be initiated as a matter of urgency within the Com

monwealth with a view to legislation being introduced to re

define ljnitecl Kingdom Citizenship and the rights and obliga

tions deriving from it. The present system of a combined Uni

ted Kingdom and Colonies Citizenship already undermined in

practice by successive Commonwealth Immigrants Acts should

be abandoned. The remaining Colonies should introduce their

own citizenship provisions and a separate United Kingdom citi

enship should be instituted based on birth in the United King

dom: marriage to a United Kingdom Citizen; or continuous resi

dence in the British Isles for 5 years or more. The possession

of UK. citizenship should uarantee free entry and departure

from this country under all circumstances and possession of a

passport as of right. It would not be capable of being revoked.”

It then talks about Parliamentary elections and ends up “in order

to avoid the ambiguous situations to which attention was drawn

during the passage of the 1968 Act, we would also recommend

that dual citizenship he phased out perhaps by an exercise of

choice at twentyone, and that ultimately the holding of United

Kingdom Citizenship should be inconsistent with possession of

any other citizenship and with permanent residence outside the

tnited Kindoin for longer than a certain period.’’ Now, Sir,

these recommendations coming from quite a set of distinguished

individuals must obviously give us cause for consideration and

i’elleetion as to whether it is good enough for the people of Gib

raltar today to abide with a situation in which we have an un

written law by which entry into the United Kingdom can be

effected, I am ure that position will be maintained, and I hope

that the present British Government will maintain it, whether

a new British Govei’nment will do the same or not we do not

know, of course, until they come into office, and I doubt if they

would give any undertaking in this respect in advance. But the

poin’ ls that even with this undertaking it is not necessary for

inc to comment on the (langers of separate citizenship for depen
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dant territories. it is of no use to Gibraftar, and to the peo
ple of Gibraltar, to have a separate citizenship for themselves,
I do not think any of us want this. To do this would in effect
give us the right to be only in 2j square miles of territory in the
whole wide world. And if the United Nations should start
telling people that people holding Gibraltar passports should not
be admitted to their country because of the present international
political situation, we would be very restricted indeed.

It seems to me that other people have been reading this
report on citizenship, and I refer in this respect to the present
official Government Opposition Party in the United Kingdom a

the Conservative Opposition. I would like to refer Honourable
Members to the final speech made by the Leader of ‘the Oppo
sition In the Ulnted Kingdom, Mr. Edward Heath, on Saturday,
October 11th of this year — only a couple of weeks ago — on
Conservative policy on immigration. I am quoting — it is copied
from The Times report of Monday, October lfth: “Conservative
policy would ensure the strictest control of all new Immigra
tion. This would be achieved by bringing legislation governing
the entry of Commonwealth citizens Into line with that govern
ing non-Commonwealth citizens ensuring that the Home Secre
tary had complete control, subject to any machinery for appeal,
over the entry of individuals into Britain. If there was justifi
cation in the British Interest for a citizen ‘to come to Britain,
that person would be given a work permit in the first Instance
for say twelve months. He would be limited to a specific job,
a specific employer and a specific place.” and goes on about mat
ters I need not burden the House with. But there you are,
there Is the official Opposition Party in the United Kingdom,
some Honourable Members may think may be in power after
the general elections in the United Kingdom, others may not;
but that Is the official policy of thab party, to bring immigration
for Commonwealth citizens into line with that for non-Common
wealth cftlzens.

The purpose of this motion, Sir, is not to increase alarm.
it is not to create despondency, it is to look at facts as they are
occurring in the world today and to remind Honourable Mem
bers on both sides of the House of what they asked for at the
Constitutional Conference in 1968, and to remind Honourable
Members of the House that now is the time for the House of
Assembly to make known publicly its wishes, its desires and
Its aspirations in this direction. That is why when I started off
I expressed the hope that this motion would be non-controversial.
because I feel that what I am saying represents the feeling of
all Members of this House and indeed through them of the popu
lation of Gibraltar. Clearly, if the Gibraltar Government Is to
be able to argue with effect, is to be able to put a case in Great
BrItain, ft Is obviously desirable and useful and strengthening
their case if they have behind them the universal backing of all
Ronourable Members of the House representing all classes and
all sections of the community of Gibraltar. Therefore, Sir, I
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Jiave much pleasure in commending this motion to the Rouse

and asking that the Rouse vote in favour of the motion to ask

the Gibraltar Government to initiate talks with Her Majesty’s

Government with a view to securing for the Gibraltarians real

United Kingdom Cftlzenshlp.

I commend the motion to the House. Sir.

How. A. P. MoNnoRInO:
Sir, I would have expected that in asking the Government

to initiate talks some mouthpiece of the Government would have

stood up to say they were prepared to do so. But I gather from

their usual applause that they are going to do that. Having said

that, Mr. Speaker, I would like to add that If by any chance

every time I pronounce the word ‘Honourable’ It gets across to

the other side of the House as ‘horrible’ they can either blame

the acoustics or the uneasy conscience of some Members.

Now, Sir, let me say straightaway that we agree entirely

with the principle enunciated by the Honourable mover of this

motion because what we said before the elections Is what we

are going to do after the elections. That has been our policy

all along and we stand by It. But there are certain things that

we must qualify. I think the Hon. mover has made a good

case but still, and I say this quite sincerely,! am quite baffled

by his mentioning ‘real United Kingdom Citizenship’. I say this

because I would expect, and in fact I am sure I am right in

saying, that anyone who is covered by the British Nationality

Act has acquired this United Kingdom Citizenship. The rest of

course is a question of Immigration. Now, Sir, I would also

like to know, and this Is very important, In fact I am assuming,

and I may be wrong, that the Ronourable mover is subscribing

to the Idea that if we were to have this right of entry and resi

dence in Britain to which we agree too, we will have to recipro

cate. I am not against this either, but I would not like this

House to rush Into something that might eventually bring pro

blems that we might regret, because this might mean that any

body who Is in Britain and has United Kingdom Citleznshlp and

resides In Britain for over six months Is able to come to Gib

raltar and, let us assume for the sake of argument that he is a

West Indian — and I am jutt mentioning West Indian because

perhaps it is relevant, not because of any racial motive, very

much the opposite — if a West Indian were to come to Gibral

tar and has this citizenship and has been residing In Britain for

seven months, he would have more right than those good friends

of ours, the Indian community, who are and have been in Gib

raltar for 20 years. These are matters that perhaps in the talks

that may be Initiated should be taken into account.

We, as I said before, have agreed very forcibly with the rest

of the Members of this House, and I am sure with the rest of

Gibraltar, that Gibraltarians have a right, not only because of the

situation prevailing In Gibraltar, not only because of the 24

square miles, but because, Mr. Speaker, we have thrown In our
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lot with Britain. We have done our part in the Referendum.
Therefore, Sir, we must initiate these talks, not as beggars beg
ging for something — even a concession, — it is something we
are entitled to. We have not only thrown in our lot with Bri
tain but we share our land with Britain. We give her the faci
lities of a base; we give her our workers to help in those facilities
and, if I may say so en passant, the sweat and labour of our wor
kers at not a very high price, because we all know too well who
have been in this struggle, that if anybody was instrumental in
depressing wages, it was the Dockyard, for many years. So, Sir,
we must initiate these talks with the understanding that we are
going to fight it and fight it all the way. We have raised this
matter since Irene White came to Gibraltar many years ago.
And then we came to some sort of arrangement when Mr.
George Thomson was in Gibraltar. This Is not what we want.
We want, as the Hon. mover of the motion has said, something
real. But there are three conditions that we must place on this.
I do not want a controversy when I say we do not want Integra
tion through the back door, If only because we have made this
pledge to the electorate and we are not prepared to betray the
pledge we made to the electorate, neither are we prepaned to be
tray the faith and trust of those people who voted for us. These
three conditions are: That the Gibraltar Government should
continue to have the right to issue passports In Gibraltar; and
I say this because in the Isle of Man they fought for this and
obtained It. I am very sorry to say that I lost the Manx pass
port on the way to the House. I was going to bring it here.
They are entitled to enter Britain and have the same right as
any other citizen of the United Kingdom. Therefore this must
be preserved. Secondly, that the Gibraltarian status should not
be forfeited in any way; and I am sure another Honourable
Iember on this side of the House will elaborate a little bit more
on that one. Thirdly, Sir, that in any talks that may ensue we
must have paramount in our minds the protection of the rights
of Gibraltarlans to decide their own future. I say this because
if as a result of the reciprocity we are going to have people com
ing to Gibraltar who will acquire immediately the same rights as
Gibraltarlans, I think this will endanger our right to speak as a
people. It will weaken our right to speak as a people because
they have not got the same attachment as we have to the land
of our birth. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, subject to those three
conditions, we are entirely in agreement with the motion.

HoN. CmEv Mnusna:
Mr. Speaker, I am really delighted to see how the people

of Gibraltar can indeed get together and come to an understand
ing on a great issue as the one that may well present itself to
us in the near future. There is no doubt whatsoever that hav
ing read that report (I have read part of that report myself too)
and having listened to the new policy of the Conservative Party,
it Is possible that anything might happen at any time. I think
It Is very Important that we should now make our case very
clear, and unanimously, as to tile feeling of the people of Gib
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raltar which I think is very unanimously being expressed here
tonight. There might be slight differences here and there, but
[ am sure that these are (lifferenees that can he discussed at the
lime when talks take place if they do. The motion is concerned

with initiating talks and there is no doubt whatsoever that on a

matter — a Constitutional issue of this nature — the Opposition

will obviously be there. So there need be no fear that their

views will not be heard and represented. But before we ask
br something like this it is very important that we should na

lyse and find out whether we are in fact entitled to this right

th may well be taken away from us. In fact, I go further and

say that at this very moment we do not enjoy that real citizen

ship. On the other hand I feel that we are fully entitled to it,

I know that now and again arguments are used against our right

of free movement into Great Britain by stating that if this right

is granted to us it would have to be granted to many other mem

bers of the Commonwealth. But I would like to say that we are

in a very special position in Gibraltar and that this has nothing

to do with colour. This is essentially a matter of geography.

If we look at Europe today geographically we find that there is no

single dependent territory which is British which is not entitled

— the people of those territories — to enter and settle freely in

Great Britain if they so desire. This is the case with Northern

Ireland, this is the case with the Channel Islands and this is the

case with the Isle and Man. It is not the case with Malta, but

Malta is independent. We are no’t independent, and as far as

I know no Honourable Member of this House is aspiring to that

status. Therefore, I feel, that because in geography we belong

to Europe and the whole idea of the future Commonwealth is

very much in practice being defined by regions, that because we

belong to that region, we have a right to this citizenship — this

real citizenship. In fact I would like to say that in the past we

have been discriminated against, and that this has been felt

very strong by t.he people of Gibraltar. We have never seen a

greater demonstration in Gibraltar than when Mr. George

Thomson came here. And the only thing that satisfied the peo

ple of Gibraltar was the undertaking that notwithstanding a

concession, perhaps an administrative concession, the people

would be able to settle there if they so wanted and they would

be able to enter and come out of Britain freely without any im

pediment. This has been going on so far but not as of right.

The point is what is going to he the position in a few months

time, or after another election, if the other party were to come

in? I think the dangers have been explained. We would pro

bably he treated the same as other aliens. We would have to

find a contract of employment before going in. Having gone in

we would have to register ourselves and register our place of

abode. Every time we wished to change employment or wan

ted to move from one place to another we would have to regis

ter again and obtain uonsent. In fact, as far as I am aware, if

I remember rightly, this would he a sort of yearly contract.

And it \vOul(1 he terrible if Britain were to join the Common

Market and we were to see Germans, Italians and Frenchmen
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moving freely m and out of Britain and we being deprived of this
right in a place which we call. and very proudly call: ‘Our Mo
ther Country.’ Therefore, I am really pleased to see that the
Member, that all the Members of this House, I hope, are pre
pared to support this motion.

lIoN. Sat JosHua HAS8AN:
Sir, this Is a subject on which we all feel very strongly.

But I think that sometimes the emphasis of going in and coming
out of Britain is overstressed when In fact it is another princi
ple ‘that we aim at, and not just the question of that right. I
think we have that right now. And that Is why the mover must
put ‘real Citizenship’, because we have the same citizenship right
derived from the same Act of Parliament, which is the 1948 Act.
We are all Citizens of the United Kingdom and Colonies. We
had an undertaking from Lord Shepherd when he was here that
the Labour Party would not in any way alter the status of the
first people in dependent territories. But I was very Inter
ested to hear the Honourable Chief Minister speaking about
the dangers of the Conservative Party coming into power, be
cause I remember very vividly that when after the Constitutional
talks, or rather, after Lord Shepherd had said at the Constitu
tional talks that integration was not likely in the foreseeabel
future, the Honourable Chief Minister went on Television and
when asked about that he said that this did not mean that kite
gration would not come quickly, that the Conservative Party had
a bigger hlttorical concept of things and that they would be
much more ready to agree to integration than the Labour Patty,
and that therefore the foreseeable future could mean in the
change of Government. I remember this perfectly well, very
vividly I have never forgotten. Anyhow, people learn by
practical experience. But as the Honourable Mr. Montegriffo
has stated we have other rights that we want to preserve. We
are Gibraltarians in our own land and we want to keep that right
whatever other rights we acquire.. This is the land of our bhth.
This is the place we consider our home however much Britain
may be the mother country; and we have certain rights as
Gibraltarians which we want to preserve. In fact this is borne
out by the mover, and the other Members in this report, who
stated: “There are at present certain privileges and priorities
reserved for Gibraltarians, the right to enter Gibraltar. reside,
priority in employment housing and trade. The retention of
these seems to us to be essential for the two Inescapable practi
cal reasons of the small size of the territory and the density of
the population.” That is under Part 7. General Integration. So
Sir. this is a mattçr which Is of great concern to the Gibraltar
ians as well. It Is important that we should have common citi
zenship with the people of the United Kingdom, but is is equally
important that we should have our rights as Gibraltanans; the
right that we have acquired and the rights that derive from
our community and the sense of belonging that we have as Gib
raltarians. It is for this reason that I am proposing an amend
ment to the motion which I hope in the light of the words of
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the mover in the Report of the Constitutional Committee he will,

and other Members will, he able to accept; because i would not

like anything that comes out from this House to be interpreted

that we are prepared to barter our rights as Gibraltarians for a

common citizenship with the people of Great Britain. This is

the last thing that I think anybody in Gibraltar wants to do. My

amendment is really a prolongation of the motion by subs’titut

ing the full-stop at. the end for a comma and adding: “whilst

still retaining the status of Gibraltarians as defined by the

Gibraltarian Status Ordinance and any amendment that may

from time to time be made thereto.”

Sir, I think this in no way conflicts with the spirit of the

motion. It safeguards our rights as Gibraltarians under legisla

tion, and it safeguards our rights as Gibraltarians in any subse

quent legislation that we want to carry out in respect of our own

rights as we have already got them. Let there be no misunder

standing that we want to barter our rights as Gibraltarians for

a common citizenship which in any case we have and it is only

question really from the point of view, psychological point of

view, of immigration that has come in. Because without the

immigration laws the citizenship that we have is exactly the

same. In fact it is the same whether the immigration laws are

there or not. It is a curb; the immigration laws are a curb on

other people with common citizenship with the United Kingdom

and Colonies.

So, Sir, let. there b no mistake. let there be no

misunderStanding, let there be no error, about how we feel about

both matters. How we feel about the question of having a

common citizenship with the United Kingdom at the same time

let there be no misunderstanding that as Gibral*tarians we have

acquired, over the years, certain rights Ofl Gibraltar which w

want to preserve. It is for this reason that I commend the

amendment to the House. I am sure that it must have been in

the minds of the mover not to deter or to detract from the

rights that we have acquired, indeed he has put it down in the

Consti’tutional Committee Report and he has given his reasons

for it: the right to enter Gibraltar, the retention is to be essen

tial for the two inescapable practical reasons of the small size

of the territory and the density of the population. I would add

another one which is the fact, and the most important one, that

we are British, we are proud to be British but we are also

Gibraltarians and proud to he Gibraltarians.

HON. CHIEF MINISTER:

Sir, since the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Oppo

sition has put in an amendment I am entitled to speak again on

the amendment, of course,

I would like to clear a few points, Mr. Speaker. First of

all he attributes words to me on television without really any

evidence at all. He has already said, I remember, in the Hous,
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tery categorically ‘me time ato. that in Britain the youth would
11(11 be able to vote down to the age of 14, and this as iroved
i rung. I also know that he 011CC referied to me as a3ing wine-
thing about begging for parity of ‘cages. “hen that was pot
ut fact what I aicl t’fl tnlcvi’i’’n ‘n’cause I ‘•“ Kt’ :1 Oii,v:111fl1’lIv.

1 did check it and perhaps I van still produce it — not today—
but perhaps I can send you a little note Latin4 clearly what I
said. Anyway. quite honestly I rannot remember exactly what
I saul. If what the Ilonourable Member is tr ing to av is that I
said that the foreseeable future could change tomorrow, that is
so, because politics could be very much Like the weather, it is
sunny today it might rain tomorrow — and some Members From
the other side of the House do know this very well. So what
I am trying to say tonight is that litre is a ival (lunger, no-one
could foresee this at the time. There is the Rave Relations Re
port that has come out. There is a definite new policy from the
Conservative Party — this is the ne policy. In fact, we do aot
know how they are going to treat Gibraltar. For all we know
they may say: “No. you will keep the same citizenship as we
have.” In fact, they might strengthen that citizenship — but
this does not mean that we should remain complacent. This
has happened before. There is a sug;estion that the Tmmigrants
Act does not change our citizenship. I put it to you, Sir, that
according to the experts on Race Relations it does. This is what
it says: “The present system of combined U.K. and Colonial
Citizenship already undermined in practice by successive Com
monwealth Immigrants Acts should he abandoned”.

HON. Sm JosHua lUsssw:
On a point of order. Mr. Speaker. the Chief Minister has

%tartvd on a completely different an.Jt’. I think lie is right to
speak on the amendment. but surely on the amentlmeiit and only
on the amendment.

lioN. CHiEF MiNIsTER:
Yes. Mr. Speaker, but the Honourable Member has brought

in the amendment precisely on those arguments. This is what
he is basing his amendment on. Ti what he is ‘trying to do is
not to allow me to express any point of view then he must be
standing on very weak grounds. I must say that here we are in
Gibraltar already suffering from that situation, if had been
able to put up a fight at the time I have no doubt hatsoever
that Gibraltar could have been made an exception precisely on
the ground I have stated tonight — one of geography and not
necessarily of colour.

Now it goes further than that — a demonstration which was
so spon’taneous and which had the backing of all the represent
ative bodies of Gibraltar. I could say very nearly down to the
last man, woman and child, by the number of people who turned
up. did not have any qualifications whatsoever. Who are se
here today to start putting qualifications to that uhich was so
clearly and enthusiastically and fervently (‘wr(’sed by the l)C>
pie of Gibraltar. ‘these are nunor points ‘I’hcse are points, as
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I said before, that should be discussed i hen talks ensue. We
arc’ intei .ystcd, of nurg’ .ve are intetested, in kt eping the Gib
raltanan status: naturally e are. We are conscious that Gib
raltar h lnnite’d in spare anti that y”u cannot put the whole po
pulation of Great Britain in here. This is not possible any more
than you ran put the ihole of Britain in a little village in Eng
land. But this does not mean to say that they do not share
ecaetly the game citizenship. In fact we have already an cx
ample in Northern Ireland where there are restrictions on the
number of immigrants who can move from Great Britain to
Northern Irel3nd if such is required. And I have no doubt that
when we take patt in these talks. if e do. that the British Gov
ernment will listen to common sense. I think the British Gov
ernment is a sensible Government it hatever party may be in.
If in principle they agrc e to give us real citizenship I have no
fear whatsoei er that they will come to an underWtanding as to
the practical implications in Gibraltar. But this does not mean
to say that this motion .houLd be amended. I cannot agree
with an amendment of this nature which by its very nature is
tying down the hands of Great Britain to something we do not
know in what way they would like to put it — in what practical
way they would like to put it. Therefore, since the danger of
losing our citizenship is very real and very immediate, I think
I his House has a great responsibility, and I certainly would not
like to share it. of leaving the people of Gibraltar stranded with
out the same rights as those in U.K. by introducing an amend.
ment which really has got no significance to the substance of the
motion. This amendment. at present, the Gibraltarian Status
is acquired not by a piece of legislation in Parlaiment but by
a piece of legislation in Gibraltar. This in no way applies to the
Nationality Art 1948. therefore this is ultra vires as far as that
Is concerned. We are introducing now something into the
United Kingdom Citizenship which does not exist and which
if anything does not make it real but unreal. and more unreal
than even today. The quality of citizenship must be there, seen
and appear to he so. and anything which dilutes or changes that,
I think, is not acceptable — certainly not acceptable to me. I
would like to say that the llonourable Members on the other
‘dde of the House will be able to see that the motion as put by
the Ilonourable Mr. Isola is carried unanimously. I think that
the Goi ernment would be prepared to give them an undertak
ing that these mScters “ill be fully discussed, and that there Is
no intention whatsover on this side of the House of changing the
Gibraitarian Status Ordinance as it stands today.

lION. I. CArnTANA:

Mr. Speakl3r, may I speak on the amendment? Here w

are. the Opposition has accepted the motion on the principle of
initiating talks with Tier Majesty’s Government and willy-nilly
set out a pre-condition to these talks. I find this is most un
reasonable and I cannot accept ‘this amendment on these
l4rounds and on the gi ounds explained by the Chief Minister
.\ pre—condition cannot 1k’ an essential Part for free and friendly
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alk% — you are starting on a rong wicket — although I quwt
(oncur with the Chief Minister that the status of Gibraltarian
will ab’a 1)0 uppermost in our minds and in our hearts.
how. p. j TS(’L:

May I. Sir, as the mover of the motion give my views on the
intended amendment and dear up rertain misunderstandlng%
then’ sam to be among Honourable Members of the Opposition
that this amendment will secure for them the reservations
which they have spoken about in their addresses to the House.
I do not think they do. I think the am’ndment is superfluous
rherefore I think it is not a good thing to put it in if it is super
fluou% because it tdves the appearance that we put pre-conctitions,
as the Ilonourabli’ Mr. Caruana has said. to the initiation of the
negotiations. If the amendment did in fact secure what the
Ilonourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition has talked
about when referring to this repoik it might be arguable, there
might be two views on it. but it does not. The rights of the
Gibraltarian to priority in employnwnt. housing, trade and all
these rights are not derivative of the Gibraltarian Status Ordind
ance but are derivative of other laws of Gibraltar. The only
thipg the Gibraltarian Status Ordinance does, perhaps I am over
simplifying the matter, is to define ‘ho is a Gibraltarian. There
(ore, when I speak in my motion of securing for the Gibraltarians
real United Kingdom Citizenship. I am of course talking of the
Gibraltarians. Who are Gibraltarians; and who is a Gibraltarian?
The fellow who comes under or within the definition of Gib
raltarian under the Gibraltarian Status Ordinance. Therefore.
Sir, the purnose of the amendment is not achieved. The purpose
in the minds of the movers of the amendment is not achieved —

and I would like them to be absolutely clear on this point because
I think it ii ould 1)e wrong to take a vote on something which gjqes
not achieve what you are really saying you would like. The points
made. the reservations made by the I lonourable Mr. Montegriffo.
again I would just like to say something very quickly on that. The
Gibraltar Government does not issue passports. The passports arc
issued by the Governor of Gibraltar as a result of the exercise of
the Royal Prerogative to issue passports. Where the passport is
issued is irrelevant where real citizenship is concerned. The
question of Gibraltarian Status is not being forfeited. Again I
must stress that as (libraltarians of course. have rights deri
ved from that status within Gibraltar. no-one doubts or argues
that. And before those rights are in any way changed or alter
ed these would have to be as a result of the detailed negotiations
and discussions w-hich the Chief Minister has said, and has given
an assurance on. would take place between both sides of the
house. So, therefore, let us not get the motion clotted up with
apparent reservations that I do not think really e’cWt in the
minds of any Member in this House.

The question of protection of rights and other reservation’
the Honourable Mr. Montegriffo has said — the protection of
the rights of Gibraltarians to decide their own future — well,
the rights t lie Gibraltarians ha”. t’ to deride I IN’i i uw ii ful ii re are
enshrined in the Constitut ion and are also enshrined in the
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Charter of the United Nations. That is something that what
ever anybody does, I suppose, in practice, whether in theory or
not, always continues to exist. But this is not relevant with
respect to this motion which is seeking for the Gibraltarlan
real United Kingdom Citizenship. I think that if we were to
pass the amendment we would give an impression of reservation
when I do not think it exists. I think what the amendment
seeks to obtain Is already in the motion because we are asking
for the Gibraltarians real United Kingdom Citizenship, and the
definition of Gibraltarian is derived from the Ordinance or any
amendment that may be made from time to time of it. There
fore, Sir, I think that it would be better and more in the inter
ests of this House that the motion should rivet peoples’ atten
tions at what it seeks to achieve and if then are to be any
reservations these are matters that surely must come as a result
of direct negotiation. It may be that the Gibraltarian may have
to face certain choices if he or she is to acquire real United
Kingdom Citizenship, and it may be that those certain choices
may involve deprivations of existing rights as we know them in
our laws today. It may be, I do not say that it will, but it will
then be the time for Honourable Members to discuss, and for
Honourable Members to decide whether, having regard to the
the terms offered, they are acceptable or not Let us project
the positive side of the motion that this House considers, that
talks should be initiated with a view to securing real United
Kingdom Citizenship for the Gibraltarlans. We have noted,
and we have heard the fears of Members. Members have dif
ferent views as to what they are prepared to give up and what
they are not prepared to give up; that must surely be the sub
ject matter of detailed negotiations when the time comes and for
final decision when the choice has to be faced. But today, I
think, it is the feeling and desire of all Honourable Members to
put forward these positive aims. Let us keep it to that. Ac
cordingly, I would Invite the Honourable and Learned Leader
of the Opposition, in the interests of unity, to drop an amend
inent that has not got the meaning that I think Honourable
Members think that it has.

HoN. P. XIBERRA5:
Sir, I drew up a fairly long speech which I hoped I would

be able to deliver. It had a patriotic note to it. It did not have
a nationalistic note to it, but contained the hope that some unity
might be found in the House, and I believe that the original
wording of the motion was a very true attempt to establish this
unity. Real cftizenship is not a Constitutional definition at all,
as all Members of the House will appreciate, but it Is an attempt
to heal at one particular level the differences — deep differences
— of attitude which have existed over the past four or five
years on Con&titutional matters. There can be absolutely no
doubt that the Immigrants Act is a matter of Constitutional
importance. The Committee chaired by Mr. Peter Isola and in
which Mr. Louis Triay, Mrs. Mary Chiappe and Mr. Montegriffo
took part, said quite clearly in the Report that their recommen
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dation. the recommendation to get round this Immigrants Act
‘o have the Gibraltarians absolved from this, that this recom
inendation on the Immigrants Act has a Constitutional rathei
than a political or practical significance. We believe that the
eemption proposed sill wfiect the nature of the link between
Britain and Gibraltar. Now, this, what we are talking about,
the real citizenship, is a constitutional issue. I am sure that a
definition of the Gibraltarian is possible in the laws of Gib
raltar for the purpose of those laws. The Northern Ireland La.
hour Act contains such a definil ion. It applies to Northern Irish
people. That is sufficient assurance, I think, if it is possible in
a country who share citizenship with the United Kingdom, in
fact part of the United Kingdom, if It is possible to safeguard
legitimately the interests of that particular pad of the United
Kingdom and for the purposes of the law classify the inhabitants
of Northern Ireland. I see absolutely no reason why the other
side should fear that there might be a forgetting of the Gibral
tarians, that Gibraltarians might be condemned to oblivion; this
is not In fact what the motion sets out to do. The motion sets
out to declare spontaneously, and now that there is time and
in view of current events which are menacing, that the Gibral
tarian wants to be real United Kingdom cftizen. At least one
Member opposite has agreed that this Immigrants Act is al
ready symptomatic of changes, it is perhaps the first of a se
iies. It has a consitu’tional importance, and not just an isola
ted Act and as so ably proposed by my Honourable and Learned
Friend, the trend of this Relations Bill and so on, all these things
:ome to a possible re-definition of the status. Are we going to
impose pre-condttions to that? This, surely, would be really
a tiny little people like ourselves, walking up to Britain and
saying: “We want this as a condition”. Of course we want to
remain in Gibraltar; of course we are proud of the fact that we
are Gibraltarians

lION. Sm JoshuA tLssiN:
On a point of order if I may. On a point of clarification.

I may cave a lot of time and trouble. I iill say a few things
on the amendment at a later stage. The purpose of the amend
ment and the amendment itself is not meant to be a pre-c’ondi
hon for the talks. It is meant to ecpress a ish — that ve
wish these rights to be maintained. I have not made any other.
I think they are making mountains out of molehills.

lION. P. XmERRAS:
Sir, the mountain here is United Kingdom Citizenship —

this is the mountain — this is the thing with which we are con
cerned. Let us not make a mountain out of the other smaller
different level kind of consideration. it is a different level
kind of consideration. It is not a constitutional consideration
because whereas the Gibraltarlan Status Ordinance exists today,
our citizenship is citizenship of the United Kingdom and Cob-
tiles. It is possible to classify people within that general cons
titutional definition. and so it would be wnsible to classify the
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Gibraltarian within the still general definition of the United
Kingdom. To raise both definitions to the same level is, I
think, the height of folly. Does this mean that because we do
not want this amendment that we cease to be Gibraltarians?
Why do the Members opposite, why are they so specific about
this (we wish to be Gibraftarians under the Gibraltarian Status
Ordinance.) in a matter which is clearly to do with something
bigger, something constitutional. I was hoping, Sir, that after
the sudden and drastic pruning that has taken place in the
Governmental tree — in the orchard next uoor — we \vould be
able to combine a little bit here. Unfortunately this seems not
to be the ease. It is not so much what the amendment con
tains but that this amendment is made to a motion which would
be a spontaneous thing from the people uf Gibraltar. It is not
a haggling or a bargaining: “please give us this and do that,”
Has this been the attitude before?

May I remind Honourable Members that at the Constitu
tional Conference the definition of our status was not included
in the body of the Constitution; it was included in the despatch,
and I have a personal suspicion that it was because perhaps
the Constitution Order 1969 and the Order-in-Council might
outlive the 1948 Immigrants Act. I would have said that such
an important definition of our Citizenship, not our Status, should
have been included in the body of the Order itself. And one
thing that I know that Gibrartarians cannot afford to lose is
real United Kingdom Citizenship. I see signs already that the
citizenship that we have, United Kingdom Citizenship, or Citi
zenship of the United Kingdom and Colonies, has already been
diluted; it is admitted by an Honourable Member opposite who
participated in the deliberations of the Committee — it is surely
a symptom. Now we are going to bargain with the British
Government. Such has been our position in the last five years.
We can be proud of being Gibraltarians but we do not have to
to there as if we own the world. We have to go there proud
of being Gibraltarians but conscious of the fact that we are
Gibraltarians because we are Citizens of the United Kingdom
Colonies. That is why we have remained Gibraltarians for so
long.

I am afraid I always speak a bit harder than I intend to,
I welcomed the spirit in which my Honourable and Learned
Friend started this debate and the spirit in which the Honoura
ble Member opposite. Mr. Montegriffo, carried on. I think it is
justifiable for the other side to put down certain conditions, hut
o insist that they he put into the amendment to dilute the
strength of this representation to th British Government is not
quite the same thing. I am sure the Honourable Members
opposite could have made these reservations and perhaps more.
This is not the idea of the motion; it is not to draw up a set of
proposals, it is to express a spontaneous feeling in these times,
and I ay they are auspicious times, quite fortuitously, just be
cause things happened next door. But surely this motion, andi
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luted, without distinctions, without ambiguities, quite categorically in favour of United Kingdom Citizenship, surely on thbparticular day It would be an excellent thing for the House tpass undivided. I ask the Members opposite to reconsider tinthing — reconsider the proposal — to speak again and outlinewithout puffing their objections in the motion, but to put theiron record. I ask the Members opposite to consider this. Thuis a way of doing it. But are we going to split this motion upAre we going to say we are U.K. Citizens or we want to bereal U.K. Citizens but on these conditions in the very motiorwhich we are trying to initiate talks? Are we so close to obtainsing U.K. citizenship already? I would say, Sir, that we are not.And I would say that whether this motion should have cometo this House today or not it muSt have come at some particulartime. This is something that the Gibraltarians would hanto decide. And if Britain should say: “Well, no,” —I do notahinIt for a moment she would say this because the GibraltarianStatus Ordinance does not have much constitutional validity.But if she were to say: “You must cease to have a GibraltarianStatus Ordinance or be U.K. Citizens” how would the people ofGibraltar react? I will tell you, they would not know whichway to go. Now, that is not the issue. The issue is that whatis being threatened is United Kingdom Citizenship. What isbeing threatened Is not the Gibraltarlan Status Ordinance; itcould be. It is not threatened in Northern Ireland. The delMUon of the Northern Ireland man Is mit threatened. If it couldbe, compare the dangers on both sides. Compare the dangers,compare the attitudes over the last five years. Let us not beprovincial about this. Let us approach the thing and say wewant U.K. Citizenship; that is the first consideration becausewe know that we are arguing about that. We know that Brietam is not going to tell us: “you cease to be Gibraitarians.” Thatthing is enshrined In our Constitution. The Constitution saysthat the people of Gibraltar, etc. How do you define the peopleof Gibraltar? Well, relations with the Gibraltarlan Status Ordinatce. Will the Honourable Members opposite also say thatwe must include that Britain will adhere to this Constitution —obviously not. What is the necessity of this? Why create thedistinction? Why polarize inside that motion? As I say, Sir,
I tend to say more things than I intend to, at least in a different tone, to what I started out by saying; but I think It is the
moment to drop this partisanship and concentrate on the mainobjective and that main objective is U.K. Citizenship.

(Applause)

Sir, having appealed in rather rough terms to the Membersopposite, I think that Members opposite should also considerthe repercussions of a division on this motion. Is It in fact
the feeling in Gibraltar that we should not go for the objectiveof the United Kingdom Citizenship? Is there such a radicaldivision in Gibraltar, outside in the streets, about these issues?There is not. Now, it is up to us to frame the motion in sucha way that it reflects the feeling of the people of Gibraltar. Are
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we doing this? Are we going there with the Gibraltarian flag
flying?

HON. A. P. MONTEGiUFFO:
That is how we should go.

HoN. P. XIBERRAS:
Well, certainly, of course. But we are not going to fly the

flag so high that we want independence. What we are going
there as is as a member of a family. We are going there in the
spirit of this constitution. There is a special spirit in that. We
are going there not with our nationalisms; we are going there to
people who know exactly what we want, or does this side of the
House want to cease to be Gibraltarian? Have we not repre
sentations to that effect? Now, is it partisanship that forces
this imprudent, unwise amendment on The other side?

HON. Sin JosHuA HAS SAN:
Shame. You are losing all your rights.

HoN. P. XIBERRAS:
I am losing all rights, Sir *

HON. Sm JosHuA HASSAN:
All your respect.

HoN. P. XmERRA5:
The question of my respect does not come into it.

HON. Sm JOSHUA HASSAN:
You are attributing improper motives,

HON. M. XmERRA5:
Perhaps I am being carried away—I have said this for the

third time—but, Sir, let us try, all Members of the House, let us
try to forget, let us try to see it in a constitutional perspective.
Let us not bring ‘everything that we can think of into it. Finally,
let the Members opposite consider the proposal that they can
make all the res’ervations that they like. They will be in Han
sard, they will be on record, surely that will be enough safe
guard that they have not broken faith with the electorate. What
we are asking in this motion is a general approach. We wish to
have United Kingdom Citizenship. Of course we will fight for
the Gibraltarians, Who else are we fighting for? But do not
rub it in the faces of the United Kingdom Government, Sir.
thank you.

HON. A. P. MONTEGRIFF0:
Sir, only three points that I would like to extract from the

long speech that the Honourable Member opposite has made.
First of all I hope tha’t he is not suggesting that because we are
only 25,000 people we have not got the right to demand the hu
man rights that any other people in bigger territories have.
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Therefore I make no apologies for going to Britain and putting
any pro-conditions that are nece’arv in oider to ‘safeguard the
identity and the rhzhts of the ;ibraltarian. I think, Sir, that it
is equally important that the riht% and ‘he status of Gibralta
rians should be preserved as to acquire the United Kingdom
Citizenship. Both are important — ‘dial for the Gibraltarlans
We cannot survive ‘vithout one ‘r the other: and this is the
object of the amendment that we am putting across. In fact.
if the speakers on the other ‘ide of the house have expressed
themselves to a point in the same terms thwt we have, what ig
improper, or what is dangerous, or what is wrong in enshrining
or putting in the motion the amendment which only aims at
preserving the rights of Gibrall arians? -‘ number of questions
have not been answered. Are we going to have reciprocity as
a result of this? All this we want to know. Are we prepared
to take this chance of going into conversations without knowing
the answers fully? But there is one thing are prepared to
barter, whatever anybody else may say and that is the endang
ering of the rights of the Gibraltarian people. We are proud
in saying that, and it is not nationalistic, it stems from the very
rights of human beings and we are human beings and Gibral
tarians and proud of it. (Applause)

[TON. A. V. SERFAn:
Mr. Speaker, the Elonourable Member opposite who spoke

last said that we should not go to London and rub it In their
faces — about this question of Gibraltarlan Status. It is not
a question of rubbing it in their faces, but we must be proud
that we are Gibraltarians. We must not be ashamed that we
are Gibtaltarians. I see nothing wrong in trying to preserve
our rights as Gibraltarians; and I honestly believe that in the
United Kingdom we shall be respected all the more if we add
this to the motion. We should certainly not have an inferiority
complex as some gntIemen on the other side of I he House seem
to have on this question of Gibraltarian

lioN. M. K. FFATJIER5TONE:
Sir, after the very impassioned speech by the Minister of

Labour who I understand is an expert on constitutional matters,
at least he was until Sir Frederick Bennett came and he did not
prove to be quite so efficient. we have had an awful lot of hypo
theses thrown around. The Honoumable and Learned Backben
them said that after seven years a Committee has decided this
report and It may be implemented. And the Right Honourable
Mr. Heath had said so and so. But if the Right Hon. Mr. Heath.
if he did get in power. might change his tune. We have known
people who at pre-elections hai e said certain things and after
nids hate done other things. We must take a word out of
this motion and change It slightly, the word is ‘real’, we must
be realists. You cannot go to Britain and say: “We want to te
U.K. Citizens” without Britain saying: “Very good, Ill give
you this right, but u ill have i eciprocity.” We an go there
and cay’ “We %IIl remain with Gibraltarian Status” They will
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say: “Good, reciprocity.” Any person who is in Britain and has

U.K. Citizenship may come to Gibraltar and Is automatically a

Gibraltarlan. If a person goes to the Isle of Man he has aU the

rights of a Manxman. If he goes to Northern Ireland he has

the rights of a Northern Irelander. If he goes there to live he

is not somebody separate. If he goes to the Channel Islands

the same — they have reciprocity. If we are going to Britain

demanding United Kingdom Citizen Status without at the same

time saying: “and we are willing to give reciprocity,” then we

are going in the most unfair manner. And if we are going to

give reciprocity then we are going to open the doors, as my

Friend and Honourable Mr. Montegriffo has said, to any number

of people who today are in the U.K. coming to Gibraltar. Then

under the hypothesis of the Honourable and Learned Member

If they come into effect —some of the things in that book— a

Spaniard who has lived in Great Britain for five years can be

come a U.K. Citizen, then he can come to Gibraltar and become

a Gibraltarlan. All this is going to be thrown into the balance.

There Is nothing wrong in going to Britain and saying: “We

want U.K. Status bitt we wish to maintain the present rights that

we have as Gibraltarians.” Rights which are not easily obtain

ed I can tell you from personal experience. The Gibraltarlans

never had it so good until the Commonwealth Immigrants Act.

They could go to Britain and enjoy full rights of U.K. Cftlzenshlp,

but Englishmen could not come here, they had the greatest

difficulty. If it is suggested that now we are going to go to NH.

•tain and we are going to demand from Britain U.K. Citizenship

and not offer reciprocity, we would be laughed at. I would

like to know on this hypothesis what the Honourable and, Learn

ed mover of the motion thinks would be Britain’s answer If we

said: ‘We want U.K. Citizenship but no reciprocity.”

The question of Gibraltarlan Status and, the question of

being proud of Gibraltar is something we mutt not lose — we
must not have submerged by a possible flood - and this Is not

sheer hypothesis, a possible flood of people desirous of coming.

to a warm climate to live. People who today have U.K. passports

but who were born in a warm climate. I do not want to sound

like Enoch Powell (Laughter) but we could easily open the door

for a flood of• West IndIans who today have U.K. passports If we

had reciprocity. It may be Racialism. I ask the Honourable

and Learned mover of the motion to think on this question.

What is he going to answer to that point The Status of being a

Gibraltarlan is nothing incompatible to being a U.K. citizen. I

think that the amendment to the motion has no difficulty what

soever in any negotiation with the British Government.

HoN. MAJOR A. S. GACHE:
Mr. Speaker, the motion seeks to secure for the Gibraftarlan

real United Kingdom Citizenship; and let me say that we are

putting this motion because we believe in Britain and we trust

in Britain. The amendment to the motion. I am surprised to

see coming from the Party opposite, seems to mean that they

have no faith in• Britain. I will tell you why in a minute.
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Ve are seeking United Kingdom Citizenship and it may be said
that there is no such Citizenship or that we already enjoy United
Kingdom Citizenship. It is my aim to show that we do not Up
to 1962 a citizen from any part of the Commonwealth was free
to enter and to leave the United Kingdom. This was a long
eStablished constitutional tradition since the United Kingdom
was the Head of the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth Immi
gratlon Act 1962 stopped this. The occasion of this enactment
was due to the arrival in large quantities of unskilled Immig
rants from a number of (‘ommonwealth countries. The Coin.
monweal’th is a free association of sovereign independent states.
Each member of the Commonwealth defines the particular status
or citizenship and nationality of its people and determines the
common status of other Commonwealth nationals within its
boundaries. Under the British Nationality Act 1948 the United
Kingdom created a particular citizenship which was called Citi
zen of the Unfted Kingdom and Colonies and also provided for
the common status of Commonwealth citizen or British subject
for every peion who was a citizen of the United Kingdom and
Colonies or a citizen of certain states in the Commonwealth and
Southern Rhodesia. Some of ‘the states of the Commonwealth
of which the United Kingdom is one, have dependent territories
for which they, and they alone, are independently responsible.
Gibraltar is a dependent territory of the United Kingdom and
under the limitations of ‘the Treaty of Utrecht It is said can never
be an Independent state. The people of Gibrltar, like the people
of the United Kingdom. under the British Nationality Act 1948
are Citizens of the United Kingdom and Colonies; because of this
they have the common status of British subject and likewise the
common status of Commonwealth citizen. And it Is because we
have the status of Commonwealth citizen that we are not allowed
Into Britain. Yet we belong to Britain. We belong to Britain
because democratically we so chose in a Referendum. Gibraltar
is In effect in a unique position, it is the only dominion In Eu
rope, it is the only dominion ‘to be continuously harassed by a
large major power, It Is the only dominion to be hampered by
an International treaty — that is the Treaty of Utrecht. In
view of the unuique position of this dominion, which is contained
in the Constitution. both geographically and internationally, the
more so because of the determination of the people to remain
British as British Subjecfts of Gibraltar, the people of Gibraltar
should have real United Kingdom Citizenship.

Now, what is this United Kingdom Citizenship? When aCitizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies goes to the UnitedKingdom and before he arrives there he Is a Commonwealth
Citizen — British subject. Commonwealth Citizen — and underthe Commonwealth Immigrants Act he Is denied the right of
entry. The moment he enters, or is allowed to enter and reside.at the moment with a voucher, he has the same righ’ts as a United Kingdom Citizen or someone born in the United Kingdom
This Is technically correct but is not in tact so because If a Citi.ten of the United Kingdom and Colonies from a place like 0th-
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raltar leaves he [niteci Kingdom he immediately reverts to his

Commonwealth citizenship and seems to lose his United King

dom right of residence, This is not the case with a normal

Commonwealth citizen. one who is not a Citizen of the United

Kingdom and Colonies. When he goes into the United King

dom and is given a voucher there, after five years he can esta

blish his residence and then he can go as often as he likes to his

own country and he can come back and nobody can stop him.

We have heard about efforts by Her Majesty’s Government

to go into Europe. If they go into Europe there will be the

question of the right ot the freedom of movement. The Treaty

of Rome provides that no member state of the Community is

obliged on admission to treat its dependent territories less fav

ourably than it had treated them in the past. And during the

negotiation by the Conservative Party to enter the Six between

1961 and 1963, the whole of the Commonwealth question

came up and the problems of the various Members of the Com

monwealth, including dependent territories, were considered

separately. With respect to Gibraltar it was pointed out that

if Britain became a member of the Community the Treaty would

automatically apply under Article 227 to Gibraltar as a Euro

pean territory for whose external relation Britain was responsi.

ble. Yet, on the 8th May. 1967. the Prime Minister, Mr. Harold

Wilson, in a debate on the European Community seems to have

mentioned again the question of United Kingdom Citizenship,

and I would like to quote from the Hansard: “The other aspect

of this” (he is talking about freedom of movement> “is the po

tential effect of Britain’s membership on Commonwealth immi

grants to other Community counutries. The Treaty of Rome

in itself will have no direct effifect on what we ourselves do

about Commonwealth immigrants. They can continue to come

to this country under the provisions of the Commonwealth Immi

grants Ac’t and weshail be free to limit, or not to limit, the

numbers who come.” Then he goes on to say: “This does not

mean, however, that Citizens of Commonwealth countries who do

come to this country would he able to move to E.E.C. countries

on the same basis as citizens of this country could do”, that is,

citizens from Commonwealth countries could not move as freely

as United Kingdom citizens. In this context, what are we?

Are we United Kingdom citizens or are we Commonwealth citi

zens? Yet, latei’ on, he says: “While Commonwealth citizens

could not, we think, at once move to an E.E.C. country under

the Mobility of Labour provision, they have the right to be

registered as United Kingdom citizens after five years’ resid

ence here, and it appears ‘that they could certainly then move.”

Later on he says: “Then there are those living overseas in our

Colonies, for example, Gibraltar and Fiji, which was mentioned

at question time. They are mostly subject to our immigration

control and like citizens of independent Commonwealth coun

tries they would not have the direct right of entry into E.E.C.

countries to take up jobs. Their right of entry into E.E.C.

countries is therefore a matter for clarification and discussion
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possibly by analogy with the position of the umnigrant from an
independent Commonwealth country with hib tight to United
Kmgdom Citizenship after live jears’ re’idence in the United
Kingdom” It is for this reason. Mr Speaker. that I think that
we ought to approve the motion and I cannot upport the amend
ment.

lbs. Lr.-( ‘OL. J. L. [bARE.

Alter that lot I am not sure whether what we are grit ing
br is the need for the initiating of talks by the Gibraltar Govein
ment with lhr Majesty’s Government or to join the Common Mar
ket. SureLy what we are discussing this evening is a motion that
we go to bIer Majesty’s (iovernmeiit with a ‘Jew to securing for
Gibraltarians real United Kingdom Citizenship. That is all, no
thing about Common Market or anything else. In addition to this
I think it would be quite dishonourable for us to go on this basis
and then. as an afterthought. say to them: ‘But we still want
to remain Gibraltarians.” I think this would be quite wrong. If
we are going to Great Britain. and I support going to Great Bri
tain for this, then w must go with our hands clean. 1(10k at them
straight in the face and say: “We also want to be Gibraltarians
at the same time”. Lump it or lea e it.

LION. Miss C. AXES:
Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that if we arc going there at all

we are already going as Gibraltarians. It says so in the Ordin
ance and in our birth certificates. (pplause). I would not izo to
U.K. with anything else. I am a Gibraltarian but I want real
United Kingdom Citizenship.

LION. Sm Josnua Ilassw’
L think we are getting too hot and bothered. I am going to

1w very short because I have a feeling we arc running short of
tape. But first of all I would like to say that I resent the remark
of the Honourable Minister for Medical and Health Services to
say that here we come willy-nilly with an amendment. I how he
shows more respect for amendments and for the rules of debate
of this house even if he does not like what we do. But this is
really the democracy of which he boasts so much and therefore
I resent that and I hopc he withdraws his remark. Anyhow. 1)0
does not. Bitt I can well undertand it. he probably thinks he is
a very big man.

I would like to say that I think they have made so mitch on
the other side about this that it almost looks as though we have
forgotten what we are discussing. We are all proud of being
Gibraltarians. we all want British citizenship. bitt we are ashamed
of saying: “We want Britili cit IZeflSI)il) bitt we want to be (hli.
raltarains.” And for that reason —

110w. Miss C. Awss.
Ashamed?
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LION. Sm JOSHUA HASSMI:

Of course we are ashamed if we do not want to put it into the
motion and suggest that this is provincial or small, of course we
are. Let us show our pride by putting it into the motion.

HON. Miss C. ANEs:

We do not have to repeat that we are Gibraltarians because
we were born in Gibraltar. We have ow birth certificates which
say so.

MR. SPEAa:

I think this has gone far enough. I will allow you, Sir
Joshua Hassan, to further address the I-louse and then you, Mr.
Isola; and then we will take a vote.

HON. Sm JosHua HASSAN:

Mr. Speaker, I wanted to say very little. I was trying to say that
when we say we are going because we are Gibraltarians and ‘Gib
raltarian’ is described here, It seems they have forgotten the idea
of the amendment as I explained it in terms which I thought it
would be acceptable. It is that in these matters you can get bar
gaining and if you start from a position of weakness, of begging,
then you can get bargaining and you can get your rights which
already have, and for which you may be very proud, deprived of.
If this House has that call, that we want to have common citizen
ship, as we have it, and we ensure It, that is what we want to do
in the terms of the motion, which I support, but at the same time
we want to maintain our rights as Gibraltarians and our status as
Gibraltarians. I think this is nothing to be ashamed of—nothing
to he frightened of—there is nothing provincial about it. If it is
said it is nationalistic—of course we have our pride in our little
place and I am not ashamed of that. It may not be in keeping
with the ideas of full integration of the Members opposite, if they
still believe in It and that is why they are so adamant on this
matter; we can well understand it. But we feel that this amend
inent. which has been put after considerable thought and after
considerable discussion, should go forward and I commend it to
the House.

HON. 3. ISOLA:
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I have made a careful study of the rules of

this House and as I understand the procedure. subject to your di
rections. Sir, the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Opposi
tion has summed up the case for the amendment, a vote is now
taken and then I sum up. If the amendment is carried then there
is no more for me to say. If it is not carried then it will be my
job as mover of the original motion to make my final speech. Mr.
Speaker, if you agree with the procedure I will sit down while
you take a vote, If not I will speak. I am subject to your direc
tions. but as I understand it that is the position, first the amtnd
ment and then I come up on my motion if it is defeated.
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Ma. SnAKER:
I now put the question which is that in the opinion of thisHouse the current trend of events point to the need for the initiation by the Gibraltar Government of talks with Tier Majesty’sGovernment with a view to securing for the Gibraltarians realUnited Kingdom Citizenship. whilst still retaining the status otGibralarians as defined by the Gibraltarian Status Ordinance andany amendment that may from time to time he made thereto.
On a division being taken, the llonourabl2s Sir Joshua Has-san. A. W. Serfaty, A. P. Montegriffo, E. S. Alvarez. M. K. Feather-stone. I. Abecasis, and Lieut-Col. S. L. lIoara voted in favour; theHonourables Major R. .1. Pellza, M. Xiherras. Major A. S. Gache.S. Caruana, V. M. Isola, Miss C. Anes, L Devincenzi, and P. 5.Isola voted against; and the Honourabk’s C. B. O’Bcirne and E. H.Davis abstained.

The motion was accordingly defeated.

HON. P. 5. ISOLA:
Mr. Speaker, it now falls to me to sum-up my motion asoriginally drafted.

May I say that I am glad in a way that we are now facedwith the real and cardinal issue, and ‘that is: “Do we wish toinitiate discussions to achieve for the Gibraltarians real UnitedKingdom Citizenship or not?” That is the issue, Mr. Speaker.
It is no use the Honourable Mr. Featherstone asking me whatI would do if this happened and That happened, and all thesedifferent side issues which will occur once negotiations are underway If we can get them under way because hearing the Honour-able Members opposite one would think that what was at risk wasour Gibraltarian status and not our United Kingdom Citizenship.ft is that what is at risk. The Gibraltarian status of the Gibraltarian is preserved in our Constitution. And if Honourable Members opposite will have a careful look at it they will find it isa defined domestic matter and something that cannot be changedwithout ‘the consent of this House. I am sure that HonourableMembers on this side would be the first to vote against changesthat deprive the Gibraltarlans of their natural human rights inGibraltar.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have tried to be moderate and I shallcontinue to be moderate. I shall not make remarks as havebeen made during this debate by both sides of the House —oneto the other — and I could make quite a few, but I will not. Iwill try and keep restraint and hope that by doing so the Honourable Members opposite will agree that having made their point,as they have, on the status of Gibraltarians, having made us allaware of the problems as they see it, that they will now go tothe cardinal issue in the motion which is: Do we wish to Initiatenegotiations for real United Kingdom Cftizenship or not? Let
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us not, before we start negotiations, put a whole series of pre
conditions as to whether West Indians will be able to come to
Gibraltar, questions of reciprocity and all these other matters.
All these questions I will put to the Honourable Members oppo
site for their very serious consideration. Presumably, the
Party which they follow dealt with them before agreeing as they
did att the Constitutional Conference of 1968 to ask for exemption
for the Gibraltarians from the Commonwealth Immigrants Act
and to act and to ask for United Kingdom Citizenship. The pro
blems that are being put now, today, are exactly the same pro
blems ‘that must have faced them before agreeing to the famous
3 points on which all the peopl’ of Gibraltar were united. Are
they having second thoughts about them? Are they beginning
to think that they value their Gibraltarian s’tatus — it is not a
citizenship at all, Sir, — that they value it more than the United
Kingdom Citizenship? We are not going to Great Britain to
say: “Look, we are prepared to ask for Unfted Kingdom Citizen
ship provided you safeguard (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g).’
They will show us to the door. They have not asked us to go.
Mr. Speaker, Sir, the issues that the Hon. Members talk about
may have to be faced and some very serious decisions may have
to be made; and they will have to be faced and they will have to
be made when the time comes. But the issue today s: De we wish
to initiate negotiations for United Kingdom Citizenship or not?
Is the Hon. Mr. Featherstone coninced that it is not worthwhile.
That there are too many objections and therefore let us not pro
ceed with it — he does not want it? I would like to ask him —

this is an aside, you will forgive me— I would like to know on
what passport he travels. But, Sir, that—

HoN. M. K. FEATHERSTONE:
On a point of Order, Sir, may I answer that question? I

used to travel on a Gibraltarian passport and every time I went
to Germany I got stung 10 Deutschmarks for a visa, I then got
the U.K. one as ft is more convenient, I would also ask which
passport the Minister of Information travels on ?

HON. MAJOR A. J. GAcHE:
May I answer that one. Mr. Speaker? With very great hon

our I have a U.K. passport and that is why I am fighting. if I
had had the support for the last three years which is being sought
this evening perhaps all of you now would have United Kingdom
passports. And this is what this side of the House is now aiming
to do, to get us all United Kingdom passports.

HON. P. J, ISOLA:
May I continue, Sir? Again as an aside to the Honourable

Mr Featheistone that he appeais to put a certain alue Ofl Gib
raltarian ltlzcnshlp—._lO Deutschmarks. (Laughter).

Mr. Speaker, Sir, let us be serious and let us face the real
issue and let us face it and make our decisions. Nobody in this
FIolls1 u ants to ‘n e tip the rihts the innate t ight the Gibi ‘it
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tarians have. In the same way. I am sure, no one in Northern Ire
land wishes to do it. or the Scotsman. or the Velshman. But the
unifying factor in Gibraltar, the 4reat unifying factor. the factor
that gives solace and comfort to the people of Gibraltar. is United
Kingdom Citizenship. It is that that is at risk, not Gibraltarian
status. not Gibraltarian rights and these other matters that are
eomparatiicly menial with the main central issue of real United
Kingdom Citizenship. I think, while I say that the Honourable
Members opposite have made their mark, they have made their
point, they have stressed the importance they attach to Gibral
tarian status shich we fully share. I hope that they will not nos
disrupt the real unity that I hope exists in this Chamber in seek
ing real United Kingdom Citizenship. That having made their
point they will now support the central issue In the motion which
is the initiation by the Gibraltar Government of talks with the
United Kingdom Government for achieving for tire Gibraltarians
real United Kingdom Citizenship. I thank you, Sir.

MR. SPEAKER:
I now put the question which is that in the opinion of this

house the cun ent trend of events point to the need for the tnt
tiation by the Gibraltar Government of talks with Her Majesty’s
Government with a view to securing for the (llbraltarians teal
ttnited Kingdom Citizenship.

On a division being taken. the Ilonourables Major R. J.
Pehiza. M. Xiberras, Major A. S. Gache, S. Caruana, IV. M. Isola.
Miss C. Anes, L. Devincenzi and p. 3. Isola voted In favour; the
Honourables Sir Joshua Hassan, A. W. Serfaty. A. P. Montegriffo.
E. S. Alvarez, M. K. Featherstone, I. Abecasis. Lt.-Col. S. L. hloare.
C. B. O’Belrne and E. H. Davis abstained.

The motion was accordingly carried.

Adjournment

The House then adjourned sine die.

The adjournment was taken at 10.15 p.m.


